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rom the beginning of time, people are separated into two
categories. The first one is the exploiters and the second is
the one of those who are taken advantage of. The sly and the innocent, the predators and the victims. The exploiters keep on
coming up with more and more traps so they can confuse and
manipulate the trapped people.
As an active observer of this situation for many years – for
the priority of my daily journey through life has always been
the study and the knowledge of Myself – I find myself today into
a really advantageous position: I don’t belong neither to the exploiters nor to those who are been take advantage of. Although
the fact that economically I definitely belong to those who have
severally been take advantage of, the feeling of peace and liberty that I maintain inside of me is far beyond all my other external financial issues. Do not treat me as indifferent. In contrary, I am a devoted pupil of my Master and of Knowledge and,
as a true servant of people, I try to inspire both the trappers
and the trapped so they can liberate themselves.
All they have to do is realize those three primary issues:
● First we have to reject all the labels that they have put on
us so that we won’t feel divided anymore.
● Our unity as people is necessary so that we will be in a position to govern our own selves.
● We have to print our own money, that’s the only way to be
economically self – sufficient.
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Do not expect to see a new, hopeful day as long as we are depended on the Obscurantists. Each day that will come will be
even more dark and difficult than the previous one. Because they
are the ones who are organized and united. Because they print
their own money and they are self- sufficient. However, there is
one difference: their actions turn against the people.
Now that I am 65 years old I have enough experiences not
only from the outside world but from my inside world as well
so that I can speak with consciousness and clarity for the organized ways that the global «leaders» of darkness, chaos and
decomposition have destroyed what should be our noble home,
planet Earth. Unfortunately, because of the lack of true knowledge of Themselves, because of remorselessness, irreverence,
arrogance, hate and last, those global leaders have turn planet Earth into a huge dump causing world desperation and
unimaginable disasters. That inhumane “civilization” that they
have created, they want us now to accept as human. As far as
humanity is concerned, they turned this “crown of creativity”
into a whole of dehumanized creatures that they work for one
another, steal one another, and harm one another physically,
spiritually and mentally. And they dare to present that perverse and corrupted work as the work of “civilized” people.
Dark calls itself Light. That is the absolute mutation of humanity!
On the same time, I have to emphasize on the responsibility
which each one of us bares from a certain age onwards. All of
us can try and not take part on this inhumane play which has
as a natural result our remorselessness and selfishness. We have
to realize that as long as we choose to be indifferent to our inner divisions as well as to our external divisions, because of the
ignorance of our true selves; we shouldn’t expect to be relieved
from the intricate ticks of our trappers. Their job is this and only
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this: to trap into their nets every one of us with unique goal our
absolute exploitation.
But the exploiters, because of their indifference towards the
real Knowledge of Themselves, have been trapped into their own
nets in the same way the spider is trapped into her own. The remorselessness and the behavior towards other people as well as
towards of planet have led them to an imaginable division inside them. They suffer and they satisfy their suffering by cause
torments to others. Every thought and action of a person instantly creates into their internal world exactly the same situation that they have caused externally. None of us can bilk this
global law, in the same way that none of us can escape death.
These are unchanged internal laws.
From my point of view, I seek the visionaries of the general
Good for a peaceful, free and decent world. Those who are prepared and savvy should put in action the machines of will and
determination in order to inspire other people into the implementation of our noble vision. The deep darkness that we experience nowadays is nothing but the harbinger of a glorious era
that is ahead of us. Let’s transmit this to our children! Today,
we can grab every single chance that is given to us and live each
day with the Knowledge of Ourselves. I am speaking of Knowledge because I feel that it’s the only way one can feel true happiness, freedom and decency. Knowledge is what has given me
the power to abstain from this inhumane play so cleverly directed by the “visionaries of general evil”. It is what has inspired
me into dreaming a better, more beautiful world.
Real Knowledge of my only true Master is an individual and
internal process, consisting from four simple techniques. It gives
us the answers into the two basic questions: who am I and what
I am doing here. We understand our true nature and so we understand our creator who lives inside us long with the purpose
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of our existence. When we recognize our creator inside us we
start our true journey through life because we are led by Him
and He becomes are most trusted companion. It’s then that we
realize that the ulterior goal of His creation is the fulfillment,
our union with the creator. And that when we have been united with Him our vain wondering into the circus of illusion no
longer exists. The real, inexhaustible source of divine love, peace,
freedom, happiness, clarity and internal evolution reveals itself
to us and we feel content.
The ultimate knowledge of ourselves has nothing to do with
religion, philosophy or the way we view the world. All of them
belong in the field of the mind whereas Knowledge belongs to
the kingdom of heart.
You might find my reference to the Knowledge as something
“spiritual” or “metaphysic”, even irrelevant to the context of this
book. But since Knowledge is deeply related to our everyday life,
therefore to the solution of our financial issues as well, I’ll keep
on referring to it reminding you of its importance. Because only
if we incorporate Knowledge in our lives will be cease to be subservient of each charlatan.
My dear friends try to study this message deep inside your
heart because I am speaking to you from my heart, as well. I
know for sure that those who will really understand this message will be able to lead their destiny towards an unbelievable
daily magic. It is a mirror for us to see clearly where each one
of us is standing and to prepare ourselves for the bright era
that is ahead of us. The global system has alienated us with so
many useless things. If you keep on thinking like that you will
find this nothing more than just another book. In contrary, if
you let it touch your heart, you will be able to distinguish the
value of its message. I would feel a huge burden inside my consciousness if I kept the dirty secret of global financial mafia to
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myself, if I did nothing to stop it by healthy means so that its
filth won’t surpass to our most beloved offsprings. This is the
reason that I am grateful to my beloved Master and to Knowledge for waking me up and making me try for a more and moiré
healthy and true change.
When I say “mafia”, I mean a closed circuit, which is trying
to achieve its goals by unlawful means on the top of the global
dark pyramid . But this pyramid extends to the base with the
countless “enslaved” people coming from all levels of society,
who are equally responsible for the wars and the global artificial poverty, misery and crime.
I know that many of you will thing that all these are just long
term utopia. But for me, my dear friends, these are things that
can happen RIGHT NOW, as long as we manage to communicate!
There are billions of ideas inside our minds and the millions
of different languages cause division, poverty and war. On the
other hand the divine gifts of love, goodness, understanding and
respect can bring us internal peace, prosperity and brotherhood.
This is the magic miracle that all of us carry in our hearts.
I feel the need to make a discrimination, so that I won’t be
misunderstood by other pupils of Knowledge. I learn from my
Master for the past 37 years and I am now incorporated with
Knowledge. Knowledge is incorporated with my Master and this
automatically creates a triangle, my Master, Knowledge and
myself, his devoted pupil.
The start that we made with one of my classmate, in March
2010, via the channel Tilefos (which does not exist anymore since
it has been sold to another channel called Kontra), had to do
with the awakening of other visionaries of general good and it
was my own personal initiative. I haven’t been dictated by my
Master to do so. I would do nothing that I haven’t decided for
myself because I now know that our action have to be ours.
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So please, if you are now reading my call do not come to us
if you not one hundred percent sure or if you haven’t consciously
decided it. If you do so you will have second thoughts which will
lead to conflict with other people.
But I want to make it clear: please do not identify my Master with my decision to call the visionaries of general Good with
this message. It is just my personal internal consciousness that
has been emanated by his Knowledge. Observing his global work,
I was inspired and decided to commit the rest of my life into doing whatever I could for the union of people. So that we can,
one day, succeed a bigger global union.

*
* *

Part A
The sources of ugliness

plead the internal wisdom of God that lives inside me, for
I am pupil of Knowledge for so many years, to permit me
to express as clearly I as I can the truth. Because it is from
the misrepresentation of the truth that we suﬀer. The truth
is been presented to us under many camouﬂages which I intend to reveal below.

I

Camouﬂage 1
The “money printers” are the “supporters” of people
First of all, the “money printers” know that we are all depended from nature, from earth, sun, wind and water. Their
goal is to slowly bereave us with “illegal proceedings” of the
land and all the rest natural resources and to stack us up in
the big cities, pilled next to one another. If we have no land,
we cannot build a house for ourselves, we cannot dibble, and
we cannot feed ourselves.
The second, even more dangerous and cruel trick, is the
imposition of money. They have put prices on the land and
on all its commodities. without having land of our own so
that we can feed ourselves and without money to buy the supplies that we need, we have no other choice than to get a job
so that we can aﬀord a place to live as well as food. The salary
is only enough to pay our rent, the necessary food and maybe
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some cheap clothing. In this way we will never be able to
stop working from them, until the day we die. Especially in
food’s case we shouldn’t forget how we are used to eat unhealthy snacks or junk food, which are nothing more than
garbage coming out big multinational companies.
Even when some of us manage to save enough to buy our
own land so that we can build a place to live those crooks,
using the camouﬂage of the “law”, name us arbitraries or illegal and impose huge ﬁnes on us so that we have to work
even more and even harder, like slaves. In order to build a
house you have to buy 8 acres of land. How to do it, how to
avoid living on rent, how to feed yourself the way you choose?
On the other hand, if you want to buy a tiny apartment in
the city the state is more than willing to borrow you the money, so that you will have to pay the loan until you die. And
if you get sick or you lose your job and you are unable to pay
the loan, they sequestrate the apartment so that you remain
homeless and sleep on the streets.
The deception that the humanity should be maintained by
those who have the money and not by Mother Nature continues to delude us. Our children and our grandchildren are
being born in the big cities and they see nothing but the disgusting play of the actors and directors of governors and keep
on following the steps of their parents.
They even had to impose on us their mutant food so that
we start getting sick. For example, they ﬁnance the construction of more and more greenhouses so that they can poison
people. Land is conquered by those who belong to the clique
of “money printers”.
The poisoning through the food that we consume is a very
dangerous method that the “money printers” are using. The
prolonged health problems won’t allow us enough time to
think of something really simple: why to be a slave? They
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know more than well that when we have a health problem
we will do nothing more than focus on that and that we will,
inevitably, drift others, like friends, family, and relatives. This
trick starts working on a very early stage, since we are little
kids so that our parents keep on worrying.
Τhen, there are the games of entertainment which they
have created using a huge circus of actors and singers.
Afterwards, they created other misleading criminal
weapons like television, cigarettes, alcohol, gabling, drugs
and sports, which people today believe that they cannot live
without. But to enjoy all these things you need money. So you
have to work. So you become their slave. If you do not accept
your slavery in order to fulﬁll the fake needs that they have
created for you, you will have to betake to illegal jobs are even
stealing. But stealing will lead to crime. And crime will lead
you either to an early death, or to jail or to madhouses.
That is their foxy plan for the perpetuation of unhappiness and tragic poverty: the diseases, the slavery, the thievery, the prisons, the madhouses and the wars. These are many
ways that they have created in order to cause our misleading
so that we won’t be able to realize the necessity and the value of the Knowledge of Ourselves and of the free land, which
should only be divided between us according to our needs.
The foxy pressure for earning money in order to secure
our basic needs for food, accommodation and clothing as well
as the satisfaction of our other fake needs, classify those who
have created it among the most cruel, savage and dangerous
criminals in the history of the world. It is those who lead the
humanity with their primitive dark system. If we attempt to
write down the innumerable crimes that have taken place individually or in groups – wars, prostitution, drugs, alcohol,
gabling and slave trade I have no idea how many volumes
will be needed in order to ﬁt all of our recordings!
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It would be stupid and useless of me to ﬁll those volumes
with all the piteous failures and huge mistakes that have taken place from the dawn of time, as long as each one of us,
fortunately, has the unique chance to turn towards a true,
salutary and magical route. The chance to make an acquaintance with our divine self which is nothing more than self
knowledge. The noble, timeless message of our beloved
Socrates and all the rest enlightened Masters of love and light.
Nowadays, unfortunately, the petty properties of mind, the
foxiness, the hypocrisy, the greediness, the indignity and the
hate have conquered us all.
But all those institutions are theirs and theirs only, so that
we keep on being divided within ourselves with result a more
general division with our fellow men. The education, the religion, the medicine, the politics, the media, the police, the
army, the entertainment, the sports, the nutrition, the preplanned jobs that they are oﬀering us, are all against us because they help into keeping us enslaved until we die. But all
those infectious weapons can be deconstructed and disappeared from our lives only with the Knowledge of Ourselves,
with the inner love that waits no return, with the respect, the
peace, the freedom, the consciousness and the dignity.
The self punishment of humanity is inevitable because of
the global deathly disease that is called unscrupulousness,
which can only be stopped with the power of our consciousness. we know that we are completely depended ﬁrstly on
our breath and secondly on the Mother Nature, and that those
two can make us totally independent. However, we choose to
remain dependent on the “money printers” so that we maintain the fake needs that they have created for us, cigarettes,
alcohol, drugs, gambling, prostitution, which result in diseases, frauds, crimes, prisons, madhouses, wars and an absolute slavery until the end of our lives. One would think
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that we deserve what we get. what is even more tragic is that
we drift into that horrible story our children and they drift
their own children and so on …
does it really matter if they are called IMF, Masons, Zionists, Jews, Americans, Russians, Chinese, Arabs, Indians,
Greeks, French, Albanians, British, mafia or decision centers, white or black uniforms, white or black houses? They
are throwing us like ping pong balls and they disorientate
us. The only term that I can use to describe them all is this:
“mafia of the general evil”, which moves only by the means
of mind and has terminate every relationship with its consciousness.
Please, understand, the men of global maﬁa are not separated into British, French and Portuguese, nor into Christians,
Muslims or Jews. Those labels have been invented by inner
party and national mechanisms so that they always have the
people divided into civil, national and religion wars. For them
people are the same as ants, ﬂeas and mosquitoes, they can
be exterminated anytime. They are organized beyond imagination, they exist in every country and they are working together with only goal the money and the harm of humanity.
Now, that I am printing these pages, somewhere else on this
planet political and military committees decide on how they
will kill innocent lives, because of their lack of consciousness for the supreme gift of life.
Everything has its source. And in that case, source is global maﬁa. It has under its umbrella all the industries: global
industry of nutrition, medicine, legal, education, music, sports,
media, gabling, prostitution, global industry of money, trade
and weapons, which altogether forms and function this world.
But those people have money like God and with the remorselessness they suﬀer and make other people suﬀer as
well. Until today they have invented the most perfect weapons,
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they have founded huge organizations and have compassed
the whole planet enslaving the rest of humanity.
what you have to do is change course; all these industries
have to pass into the hands of people with consciousness,
who will be mentally healthy so that they can cure all humanity. Those who are being presented to us as governors of
people, governments and state mechanisms are nothing more
than puppets into the hands of their inconspicuous manufacturers. Most of them don’t even know that they are puppets. Like most of us do not realize that every single one of
us are puppets of our breath. But the diﬀerence lays on the
fact that breath is what brings us life. while inconspicuous
maﬁa, which moves the threads of governments, takes lives.
The global maﬁa as conquer and modulator of people has
created all the necessary sciences of misleading so that it always keeps control.
It is not random that governments nowadays are consisted by teachers, economists, lawyers, doctors, businessmen,
journalists, actors. All those ﬁelds are the children of the tree
which is called maﬁa and can have many diﬀerent names.
Most of those people turn into politics in order to have a secure job and a big salary. They have immunity and if they
decide to withdraw they are rewarded with the highest degree of Performing Arts that exists on this planet. Those who
play their part well enough into people’s minds the system
promotes into great politics. That’s how the system secures
its eternal existence.
where do the Service Prime Ministers, the so called “emergency savors” belong to? Of course, they belong to the State.
who creates the inquiry committees? Τhe State, of course.
And into all those committees they place their own children.
And if sometimes they sacriﬁce one of them by putting them
in jail or by killing them, it is nothing more than a well
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planned attempt to fool people and secure the eternal existence of their dark circuit.
The global spider forgets, due to its paranoia , that she is
trapped as well inside her own net, the net that she weaves
with innumerous tricks, in order to trap human beings in
slavery and darkness.
The foxy “money printers” who plan on the ﬁxation of people in poverty have managed to debt the slaved countries –
through their dishonest state employees - with huge and ﬁgurative amounts of money. with this trick, the governance of
honest politicians is no longer possible and the only way to
pay back these astronomic loans, because of the unemployment and the lack of primal resources – is to follow their own
rules. Therefore, they always have their own people in the
government and their initial goal, which is to have absolute
control on people and on the land – is fulﬁlled. Only when
you take the governance of our country into our own hands
and start to print our own money will we get rid of them.
That is the camouﬂage of the conspicuous gurus of economics who are controlling our lives. Their foxy minds know
that if you come in acquaintance with our divine nature, we
will then realize that we are lions and not lambs and they
wouldn’t be able to impose control on us anymore. They know
that the lions will run and tell other lambs of their true nature, which is not that of a slaved lamb but that of a glorious lion.
Condition for our liberty is the education through the
Knowledge of Ourselves so that we come in terms ﬁrstly with
the paradise that we carry inside us and secondly with the
paradise that we can ﬁnd on earth. Knowledge is what oﬀers
to the student who will come close to her with honesty, the
inner peace, the freedom, the happiness, the clarity, the dignity, the consciousness, the selﬂessness, the volunteering and
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the devotion on the service of mankind. what we are missing is servants, not governors. Governors are arrogant and
there are plenty of them, they are the ones who drove humanity into madness and darkness. But, unfortunately, people are responsible as well and that’s the reason they suﬀer.
Because of their lack of clarity and dignity they choose those
who are the same with them.
But if we start working on the land there would be no more
unemployment and little by little there would be no more
frauds, no more crimes, and no more revolutions. Humans
will be reﬁned, they will harmonize themselves once again
with Mother Nature which equals external heaven and wouldn’t need to rebel anymore or to beg for a job from the politicians of any government. They will only have to focus on the
Knowledge of Themselves and they will ﬁnd liberty, valuing
our long forgotten Creator who lives inside us and who is the
real heaven.

Camouﬂage 2
Schools “educate” people
The system has another catty and ruthless weapon: the pre
– planned, mandatory education. Public education is presented to us as necessary for our “development”: “if you don’t
get education you won’t be able to ﬁnd a job anywhere.” which
means to become slave of the system since you are little so
that they can ﬁx you the way the like and put you into a well
planned job, in order for you to loss every sense of understanding and reaction. In private education “money printers”
put the children of their people into key position so that they
keep control.
The fairytale of “education” is a scary plan for the perpetuation of bosses and slaves, educated and non - educated, po-
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licemen and thieves, poverty and unhappiness and of course
of the indescribable gap between the rich and the poor. The
takes place slowly and imperceptibly on young children so
that no one pays attention.
In universities instead of doing research of how to diminish the perversion and criminal action, they are doing research on business projects and they are rewarding with money those with the best ideas. Then, they are giving them scholarships, in order to collect them inside the nets of their own
state mechanism. Like money is the ultimate goal of a human being. How to earn it, how to earn even more by sacriﬁcing our lives and the lives of others in innumerous ways.
How can mankind move forward when money has been place
by the “money printers” as the ﬁrst and most important priority? To think that the state that is responsible to educate
you is the one to blame for this disgusting journey of humanity. This journey has been planned with lies, competition, deceive, division, crimes, wars and of course with a cocktail of prostitution, gabling, alcohol, drugs and the increase
of diseases, hospitals, madhouses and prisons.
For centuries we watch the miserable, growing and smelly
story of exploitation, deceive, hypocrisy and crime. So where
are the beneﬁts of the notorious education?
The only thing that global, rotten system can oﬀer to its
graduates is fake knowledge. Have ever wondered why today,
when education and technology are at their best we keep on
facing perversion, corruption, foxiness and crime? This is because in every key position there is one of their own so that
they keep control of their dark games. No matter how much
knowledge they oﬀer, it never will be more than just dead letters and supplies for hypocrisy, competition and conceit which
lead to madness, individuality and other unwritten laws, like
“live and let die.”
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This is the mask of education for the mutation of human
beings. Teachers, instead of showing to little kids millions of
bad examples which they should never follow in their lives,
they teach them useless letters and ﬁgures so that it will be
easier to trap them later into the well planned taps of demagogues and criminals. Instead of inspiring them to co- operate and respect each other with love and volunteering, they
teach them how to compete and divide. It is the graduates of
“higher education” of the camouﬂaged state who are behind
this; they are the ones responsible for this destruction. Composition of little gangs, cigarettes and alcohol as well as political leaﬂets are an everyday phenomenon at schools nowadays. That’s how they succeed on keeping students asleep and
divided from a very early stage. And the irresponsible professors keep on talking about what happened in the past: what
Τurks, Albanians and Germans did. Misguiding and misleading the children from their valuable and vivid present
instead of showing them how to live their everyday lives with
dignity and easiness, away from drugs and division. So that
they can build a bright future for their own oﬀsprings. Those
children have been poisoned and educated in universities to
become lectures of lies and deceit. And as soon as they have
been turned into poisonous snakes the system propels them
as governors so that they poison people with their division,
hypocrisy, arrogance and deceit.
If we propelled the noble self knowledge to little children
and all through the stages of their education, then we would
have people with dignity, clarity and consciousness, people
who would have studied the Knowledge of Themselves. They
won’t fall for the innumerous traps of the circus anymore,
something which would result in the closing down of prisons, madhouses, gun factories and many other smelly nests
of their dark and primitive works. As long as we remain in-
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diﬀerent towards the Knowledge of Ourselves and the self
knowledge for the education, the cancer and the darkness with
keep on increasing and it will be no one but ourselves to put
the blame on. Each one of us should take the responsibility
for their unconsciousness and indiﬀerence.
It’s vital to realize the one and undoubted rule of life: that
the lack of Knowledge of Ourselves is the number one cause
for each human’s madness and poverty. In the same way that
none of us is excluded from the gift of breath and Mother
Nature, none of us is excluded from this rule also: without
the Knowledge of Ourselves we will only ﬁnd a non – stoppable inner space, an inevitable inner failure. which we will
try to cover with stupid tricks, money and self- deceit, but
only in vain.
Fortunately, there will always be the opposites. If our failure comes from the lack of Knowledge of Ourselves then our
savior will come from the Knowledge of Ourselves. The
Knowledge has the unique ability, like an inner soap to clean
all the dirty mind tricks and to transform a human being into
a glorious little kid, uncontaminated and pure = human/god.
Like water, that valuable gift, has the ability to clean our bodies so that we feel refreshed. Each one of us is a live testimony of our Creator.
Therefore if we desire to experience another healthy and
bright era of the human race, let’s make a new start, each one
of us for themselves, in order to succeed our personal glorious history ﬁrst and later the global one. Light has the unbelievable power to diminish darkness and spread everywhere.
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Camouﬂage 3
The “administrators” of religion are God’s messiahs
It does not matter in which country you will get born into.
They will put the label of the respectable religion anyway and
they will teach you which God you should believe in. From
the ﬁrst grades of primary school we learn that God is living
in the sky and that up there He has two diﬀerent ﬁelds, heaven for the good people and hell for the bad ones. when you
grow up the priests and the theologians, using the label of
God’s representatives, are putting in your mind their ideas of
a God that punishes, a God that sits in heaven and keeps track
of our actions.
Let me express a personal experience I had through a dialogue with my grandchildren. Once, they overheard me saying to their parents and some of our friends that we can feel
God inside us through the Knowledge of my Master and they
came to me asking, “Grandpa, in school we’ve been told that
God is in the sky. How can you feel Him inside you?” you
see what a ﬁlthy gap of deceit they create on little children
about God in heaven? And if they hear someone who is not
a professor or a priest claiming that God is inside us, they
reject him as naïve and fool.
Each religion has its own rules, in order to increase its
clients over the rival religion, by trying in every possible way
to boost the fanaticism of the believers. Tragic result is nothing but the religious wars that keep on going until today,
helping into the further growing of gun industries. This is a
good way to decrease the unemployment in the church ﬁeld
by employing more and more priests to bless their guns and
their victims.
Only Knowledge of Ourselves can save the mankind by
disappearing the labels of religion and borders. Because only
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by it will we recognize the divine substance and power of our
Creator inside us. And only with the realization that we are
all brothers of the same Creator will we manage to diminish
gun industries.
All the teaching of the enlighten Masters of many diﬀerent eras have emphasized that God lives inside us so does its
Kingdom. But the charlatans today reject all of the above in
order to perpetuate darkness by mutation and deceit of the
people.
They have replaced the holy self knowledge that leads to
the knowledge of God and makes a human being enlightened
and decent. They have given us a religious faith without
Knowledge and that is like a burn candle which cannot help
you through the darkness of the world. Only Knowledge of
Ourselves can light the candle for our journey. Our religions
want people to act as sheep, faithful to the illusion of an afterlife in heaven. They are inseparable companions of the
politicians and carry the same lies of future better life which
actually never comes.
Those who appropriate God promise you that by good action and with their blessings you will reach to a better life in
heaven after your death. This is a nice fairytale for little children who they have managed to transmit to adults as well
via their art of persuasion.
ANd TO ALL THOSE wHO wAIT FOR THE ANTICRIST I CAN
ANSwER wITH CERTAINTy THAT ALL OF HIS PUPILS ARE NOw
IN KEy POSITIONS EvERywHERE ANd THAT THEy HAvE LONG
SURPASSEd HIM IN SHAMELESNESS. THE ANTICRIST HAS NOTHING wORSE TO IMPOSE ON US. dO NOT wASTE yOUR TIME
wAITING ON HIM.

All the institutions of this world put obstacles on people
so that they cannot try for self knowledge. Their foxy minds
feel that otherwise they would lose their divided lambs.
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This is the camouﬂage of religion, they promise you heaven so that you consent to its dark powers. The description of
hell is nothing in comparison to humans’ ignorance and lack
of consciousness. And the description of heaven is nothing
in comparison to the inner heaven as well as the magical external beauty of this planet. People who are take honesty and
self knowledge seriously will discover their true divine nature. That we are lions and not lambs for each stupid shepherd. we won’t compromise anymore with this misleading
and repugnant circus which mutates our divine, pure nature.

Camouﬂage 4
Medicine “cares” about our well being
First, the inhumane system gets people sick with poisonous food and afterwards it produces hundreds of doctors, using them as consequential advertisers of medicine. we build
hospitals and oﬀer work to nurses and to many other circuits
that are related to the “life – saving” medicine industries.
Those industries do nothing but transform most of nature’s
medicine into chemical preparations, which bring temporary
relief but not permanent cure with unique goal the achievement of proﬁt.
Instead of doctors being trained in gymnastics and discipline of the body, instead of being fed healthily so that
they can transmit their knowledge to people and protect
them from technical diseases, they let humanity in darkness, they allow us getting sick by innumerous poisons of
“organized crime” having as unique worry how they will
outgrow their colleagues in wealth and houses. They have
degenerate human body into a broken car which the engineers and the mechanics await so that they can make a living out of its inevitable damages.
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They are robbing patients with necessary surgeries and
they have underestimated themselves and their fellow men
in such a degree that if we were able to realize it in its full
extent doctors and patients wouldn’t dare to see each other
again. But because of constant diseases they keep on meeting until they die because they bring the car = body to the
mechanic = doctor. with fake smiles, a “good morning” and
a “good night” the mechanic – doctor robs the patient. Our
beloved Hippocrates’ said that “your food should be your
medicine” but most of medicine’s graduates today have turned
this into “your medicine is your food”. That’s why they feed
pesticides to the whole humanity.
The unconscious beings of medicine have found their true
mates into other unconscious beings that work as principals
in national medical insurance. Those of us who are contracted
have to pay to the doctor a 10% or a 15% percent of the price
and the rest is being paid through the national medical insurance. But if the national insurance keeps on paying such
big amounts of money to the doctors soon there would be no
money for medicine, there will be no money even for our pensions. In the end we will have to pay the doctors ourselves
and we will not be able to aﬀord our rent and our food anymore. we won’t be able to even aﬀord a phone call. Playing
the role of the good Samaritans they have theft us of our money for so many years. The gangs who recognize money as their
only God have grabbed all the high positions. They compete
each other on which will manage to take the most from poor
people. But their greediness and their remorselessness do not
allow them to remember that all these will now day turn back
at them like a boomerang.
It’s a vicious circle constructed by the dark, global system.
we are fooling each other while depending on each other.
The absolute demolition of human values! The “education”
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has become dictatorial and unmerciful, causing diseases and
early deaths and becoming the cause of worthless and dead
money.
This is the camouﬂage of the “life savers” of medicine. Instead of instructing people not to eat mutant food, not to
smoke, not to drink, not to take drugs, they hide the option
of precaution so that they can steal them by selling them fake
medicines.
If they come in acquaintance with Knowledge doctors can
be transformed and become doctors of precaution and not
doctors of cure. Then, they will be truly valued by their fellow men.

Camouﬂage 5
Politicians are our “protectors”
For many - many years bludgeoners have been organized
themselves in gangs which have been competing each other
for power and manipulation of people. That competition has
brought civil wars, because the gangs were ﬁghting for the
control over citizens. Then, they were united and they stopped
ﬁghting each other but they retained their labels, right wing
and left wing, putting people into the process of division, arguing and wondering on the endless problems that the gangs
had created so that they could act undisturbed in the exact
same way that it happens today.
Then they built a big state mechanism, they wore ties and
bought luxurious cars with drivers and moved into expensive houses in prestigious areas. They created an army, in order to repress easily every reaction and to secure people’s total obedience. Police, courts, security for people’s “safety” but
their only motive always remains to secure their own immunity. Judges and prosecutors are their instruments into the
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formal deception and maltreatment of citizens. without having anyone to check on them they keep on committing their
criminal action. And the opposition pretends to protest until they take power and set oﬀ to do the same and worse.
Everything is open and available for the total alienation
of people. Gambling, prostitution, alcohol, cigarettes, drugs,
frauds, crimes, wars and so many other inhumane works that
trap human beings inside jails, hospitals and madhouses. And
the horrible play of this ugly circus has become acceptable
and granted by our mutant and cloned brains.
The most tragic crimes that the global system has committed are: 1) the concealment of the Knowledge of Ourselves
= our God, 2) the print of money which is the source of innumerous evils and 3) the robbery of our land so that they
can manage the slavery and dependence of humanity. which
they have eliminated from the crown of creation that it used
to be to the lower level in the chain of life.
I feel that there is not a more ignominious action than
those three fundamental crimes. The politicians in all counties are employs of the global lobby of “money printers”, in
the same way the managers are businessmen employs. Their
commands and their plans are to delude people and to divide them with political parties, civil wars, religious and national wars so that they continue to build their dark empire.
The basic, foxy trick of the “empire of darkness” is the pollution of people with ignorance, which they succeed by the
right use of the Media, ﬁlling poor citizens with fear and terror. with money they temp you and with guns they force you
to become another pawn on their chest board. Governments
and the opposition, those who “represent” the people conﬁgures an artiﬁcial poverty and unhappiness pushing us to the
fake hope of gambling, they are making us to take each other’s money in order to pay our rent or our debts. They are
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pushing us towards alcohol, prostitution, drugs, divisions,
frauds, diseases and crimes. what do these people reﬂect if
not a behavior of total obscurantism and hate for their fellow men?
They, skillfully, seclude people from the blessed nature,
they bereave them the divine nectar of fruit juices that bring
health and clarity and are feeding them with poisons and
drugs to succeed diseases and early deaths.
All the above – like a contemporary Lernea Hydra – has
the biggest impact on the new generation with unique goal
the weakness of clarity and dignity of young people. However, they insist on advertizing that shameless “non civilization” as the civilization of a healthy evolution and on pretending how proud of it they are from the inside of their “civilized” ministry oﬃces.
In Greece there is card game called Papas (King). A company of charlatans are pretending to play the game in order
to steal the money of people passing by. The card holder is
presenting three cards to the people among which there is a
King. He shuﬄes the cards really quickly and throws them
on the table. Now the people are betting money on which position the King has feel. Along with them the charlatans are
betting as well but of course they now beforehand where the
King is. The charlatans win but the people keep on betting
believing that there is hope for them as well. when they have
won enough money the charlatans leave the game so even if
afterwards someone realizes that the whole game was set is
unable to prove since they have disappeared.
Stock market is exactly the same with the set game of King
and his charlatans. Only that in this case there is an invisible clique who has legalized its own rules, so that it appears
totally legal. Not with cards but with non existent stocks. It
is mostly the Media and its crooks (journalists) that urge us
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to put our money on the market with the excuse that it is going up. And as soon as they have collected the money of the
people they disappear in the villas and the yiots of those who
are truly responsible for this legal deceit that is called public stock market.
Then we have the other King of politics. Once more not
with cards or stocks but with language, the language of promises. Governors are the Kings, the baits are the member of the
Parliament along with the Media and the charlatans are the
businessmen who are sitting back comfortably, watching how
their set game with their “illegal laws” is progressing. As if
they own the public roads they make you pay for your parking, they make you pay ﬁnes, they make you pay tax in order to give you allowance to circulate your own car. There are
taxes everywhere, even on food. If you want to build a house
you have to pay extra for the permission to start the work.
while the price of everything is going up they are cutting
down on pensions, on salaries, on medicines, on hospitals
and so on. Until you get sick and be put in a hospital from
all these tear gases or from the bat of some member of repression powers until you die and stop bothering them.
This is the set game of the King as it takes place on the
top of the pyramid that we call state and continues towards
the bottom, where citizens are. And all these are happening
under the supervision and domination of the ultimate King
of global maﬁa, the “money printers”. This is the carefully
protected game that governors are playing on people. Even
when the citizens rebel and they vote for new leaders they
are just showing the door to those who have bereaved them
of their money in order to bring to power new Kings. Everything is set by the bosses of global maﬁa while they are fooling us with polls in order of us to believe that we vote for
our governors. That’s how they manage to always keep us di-
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vided and put the blame on us for voting for them. This is
the foxy art of global deceit.
Television channels are nothing diﬀerent than the discussion which is taking place between old people in coﬀee shops,
presenting us with fake disagreement in order to draw our
attention from the real causes that have driven us to this vicious circle. People wake up every day thinking of their ﬁnancial problems until they go to bed once again. And they
listen without a break to the same tapes of politicians, journalists and economists until they drive themselves crazy.
The Parliament is no diﬀerent than a luxurious casino.
This is where the big game of dark proﬁt is being played
against poor citizens, who are contracted with public medicine insurance. The pensions and the salaries are not enough
even for our medicines. Each Parliament, in the every country, is a big store with lazy “educated” employs that are doing nothing less than wasting their time on set disagreements
and promises on the ﬁnancial improvement of our lives. This
is where all the commands of the global decision centers for
robberies and beatings, for civil, religious and national wars
against the people are being applied. This is the place where
the gangs who we call politicians, the most loved children of
global maﬁa, create are tragic poverty that we suﬀer for many
centuries now.
The ﬁeld of politics stinks since those we are composing
it are possessed by infectious thoughts of easy proﬁt,
hypocrisy, arrogance and rhetorical disillusions. They are the
cause that everybody aboard knows us as the most corrupted country in the world!
In order to clean the ﬁeld of politics we need to decontaminate it because it has been polluted by their sick mentality of shabby compromises. And we will decontaminate it
only with the cleanness of our consciousness and volunteer-
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ing so that we will slowly inspire people to their desired transformation, from hypocrisy to originality, from remorselessness to consciousness, from disrespect to respect and from
division to brotherhood.
How is it possible that you accept to be ruled by the unconscious? we need to stop the pollution now in order for it
not to be transmitted into future generation. Those who are
fooling themselves are capable of fooling the entire man kind.
And those who have sold themselves for money are capable
to sell all of humanity. The leaders of people reﬂect the quality of their voters and the voters reﬂect the quality of their
leaders. The remorselessness of that couple is the reason of
this smelly situation for they drift their children into their
shameless path harming even those who choose note to vote.
Because of the remorselessness of the unconscious mobs even
those who have denied voting for them have to tolerate them.
I heard once the current MP, Evaggelos venizelos, referring to God as God of the Greeks. I laughed at his silly
hypocrisy to behave as if he is talking to fools. Understandably, since people are still giving him the right to “govern”. I
wanted to answer to him: God, my friend, is not the monopoly of any country and religion, He did not create the borders neither did he baptize people Greeks, Bulgarians, Germans, to divide the world, causing wars. Neither did he invent the religions like Christians, Muslims, Jews, Hindus,
Buddhists and Jehovah. It is the wicked who have invented
them to always have their hapless folks in languor, in divisions and wars. Imagine, my friends, every politician in each
country, to invoke God as the God of their own country. we
would have more than 200 Gods. The God of Romania, the
God of America, the African God, the God of the Chinese, and
the God of the Russians until this misleading nonsense would
have no limits! you should be embarrassed to completely
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usurp God, in order to exploit the religious feelings of the
people, giving very oath before the archbishop to serve them
and then misleading them.
while you, the politicians, talk through the television channels, because you have given this right by the channel principals, we can not answer to your ridiculous and hypocritical words through the television. But we can answer to you
through the internet because you speak publicly as well
through your television channels. Fortunately, the Lord of all
creatures - and not just the “Greeks”- has inspired some people to communicate using technology and the internet annihilating distance, even when you try to control it as well for
the disorientation and indolence of the people.
It is about time you understood: the time that the darkness of your global guilt will disappear has ﬁnally come. Try
and seek the divine Knowledge of yourself inside you and
repent, confess to the people you mislead and your hypocrisy.
This is how you will participate in the building of a new, decent and peaceful world. do not hide yourselves in vain because most of the people have now realised your global, stupid and smelly work.
How can anyone who does not come in contact with the
divine truth inside them, become real? Just by contacting their
multifaceted minds? How do you expect to hear the truth by
liars? Have you ever wondered that maybe it is our fault as
well and that maybe we are so real ourselves, that inside our
blur we vote for those we truly deserve?
Those of us who are awakened and conscious do not belong among your fanatical sheep. But the mobs, which you
have conﬁgured into the darkness in order to follow you
without being able to see where they are going, are something diﬀerent.
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you present yourself as parents of the people. Children
cannot steer their parents, instead they expect a healthy direction from the leaders of the family. As all of us have realized and experienced, some of us more than others, a signiﬁcant modulation of the children’s character depends on
the parents and later on the teachers and the community.
Every one of us, from the friction with the general contour,
shapes a part of their character, depending on the capabilities of his psyche. Some allow to be manipulated and follow
blindly and fanatically this manipulation while others resists
and rejects this manipulation of evil, trying to follow their
own destiny. This is a miniature of the whole picture that
touches all of us, because we this is how we have started oﬀ
since we were kids with the directions of our families.
After our adulthood, a government takes the responsibility to inspire and guide people, just like parents are doing for
their children. If the child's parents are liars, hypocrites and
thieves, unfortunately the same actions appear on the children as they are aﬀected by the behaviour of their parents. As
long as these children keep close to their parents they are affected more and more by them and become adept at hypocrisy,
deceit and fraud. In this way, as long as the family of “political governments”remains mendacious and hypocritical, they
will lead their people – “children” towards the same path. As
long as citizens elect such rulers and tolerate them, they become equally responsible, it's like saying to them “Go on, we
like the qualities that inspire us with, we like falsehood and
disrespect.” Parents-”politicians” and children “people” will
remain forever in this sick situation and will perpetuate the
rot of our planet. One government after the other holds exactly the same qualities of pride, of self-promotion and selfinterest. No doubt we have the same miserable story with different actors.
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How vivid this example is in the words of my Master! Let
us learn from the behaviour of the crocodile. with his teeth
he tears oﬀ his pray but it is with the same teeth that he conveys love and aﬀection, without even injuring his children.
It’s the same with politicians, if they saw people as their own
children they would behave in the same way that a crocodile
is behaving to his own children. If they continue to look upon
people as they would look up strangers, they will continue
to rip them out in the same way that a crocodile rips oﬀ his
prey. But all this will one day backﬁre and politicians will
become the scapegoats, if they haven’t already become.
when a man has forgotten all his conscience, smell of danger and decomposition surrounds himself and everyone who
is standing near him, as he does know how to keep his decadence to himself. He either needs to be isolated or to be shown
that something is wrong with his behaviour and he is need
of treatment. If he is a prime minister or a deputy or a public oﬃcial or even a parent, we have to be as strict as possible for the total isolation of his behaviour. Unless of course
the patient is not willing to cooperate if so we draw a line
until he desires to be treated by the interaction with healthy
people, in order to improve himself. The man is like a rotten fruit in a basket. If you do not isolate it, the rest of the
fruit will rot as well.
That’s why we share responsibility allowing humans with
switched oﬀ consciences to inﬂuence us. As someone can infect the person sitting next to them and in the end a whole
group of people is infected, let's some of us make a start to
heal their mental health oﬀered by the Knowledge of Ourselves, in order to dissipate this mental health and those
around us, giving inspiration and hope to them to accomplish the same.
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Fortunately, there are several people who resist to the interaction with this hypocritical and wicked project, where
everyone seeks to supplant the other with fair and unfair
means. Many people are still visualizing of a beautiful world
with love, respect, understanding, dignity and honesty. Unfortunately, they are scattered.
I wish to express the idea that is coming from my heart.
Those of you, who wish to see some change around you, need
to see it happening within yourselves ﬁrst. I recommend you
the way to achieve it. This method is simple, easy and dear to
all of us because it has nothing to do with some idea coming
from other brains who wish to destroy ours, like religions,
philosophies, ideologies, political heresies, denominations and
other ideas created by “human minds”. I suggest the supreme
Knowledge of Ourselves, which oﬀers a practical method of
four techniques to learn to focus on the core of our existence.
There we can ﬁnd all the possibilities of fulﬁlling ourselves,
to beautify our daily journey through life with dignity and
consciousness. No one who is unfulﬁlled can function properly, that’s why we have so many global uproars.
Real governor is a man who – at every moment - studies
to govern his body and his mind with the superb quality of
discipline. And Knowledge is the perfect mentor for this essential learning. discipline of the mind and discipline of the
heart are two diﬀerent things. discipline of the mind exerts
pressure in man, tiring him so he eventually stops trying.
while the discipline of the heart provides awareness and effortless disposal of garbage. The release comes every single
blessed day as a full awareness of Creator’s existence inside
us and it is through his guidance that we become fulﬁlled.
Those who do not evolve internally will be able only of ugliness and they will express their repulsive projects as normal because of unscrupulousness.
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This is the mask of political leaders and their crimes towards people. when people seek Knowledge of Themselves,
they will have no further relationship with those liars and
the fake saviours of our society will disappear.

Camouﬂage 6
The public defending system is
the “protector” of countries
Armies are being fanaticized by every government to cause
wars. division -and the opportunity to sell weapons securing incredible - is the primary purpose of global maﬁa and
politicians who serve them. Even if the people wake up at
some point and understand their dirty game, politicians employ the weapons and armed forces, they have created themselves. we shouldn’t forget that the army consists of people
forced to obey the orders of politicians and generals who are
creating civil wars and turning them against rebelled citizens.
How many of us haven’t become an orphan because we lost
our fathers during the civil war? If the soldiers were not soldiers, they would be resentful citizens as well. But they were
taken to the other bank in order to exterminate the rest.
The same happens between states. The challenge of divisions is not limited only to the internal matters of a state but
it is expanding globally. when people wake up and understand the ﬁlth of civil wars by opposing to them, it will be
already too late because they would have managed to entangle them into a war with other countries.
Be careful: the army, which we supposedly maintain to
protect our country, they are also using it for their own protection and for the protection of their rotten system. Then
they present themselves as peacemakers and put the army
back in place, characterizing it as Junta and the story goes on
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and on again. This vicious circle can only be broken by you
and me, if we stop voting for the liars and vote for the visionaries of the general welfare, who in fact are nobodies but
our own selves. Then we will be free.
The army, which in our country is mandatory, is a wonderful opportunity for young people, who already have more
experiences than high school children, to be trained in the
discipline of dressage body and a healthy diet, cooperation
and volunteerism. The meditation to the Knowledge of Ourselves will help them graduate as decent and beneﬁcial as
possible for our society. In contrary, they now learn only how
to tease each other, how to handle weapons to kill their fellow men on the altar of “mother country”, as well as obedience to civil politicians.
Police, formal or secret, is here to protect the big bosses,
the politicians, because we should never forget that the state
apparatus is created by the governments. we have antiterrorist groups and groups for narcotic and crime prosecution,
supposedly to protect civilians, since it is the state itself that
promotes division, gambling, drugs and alcohol in its attempt
the weakness, the fear and the passivity of the citizens. do
not forget that the drug prosecution is only chasing drug users
and traﬃckers, leaving merchants to destroy lives undisturbed.
And by the pretext of coverage of unemployment and of young
people’s support , in order to get them to shore and shape
them as they desire after their military service- the urge them
into positions in the police force and tempt them with permanence.
Municipal police is a brand new fruit, that have turned
our public roads into private and is out hunting people for
illegal parking and taking with ﬁnes every single penny that
pour citizens have. when I worked as a taxi driver I used to
say a few kids that worked for the municipal police, just to
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check on their honest: “you are the executive instruments of
inconspicuous criminals.” “Unfortunately we have no choice,”
they used to reply. “you will be given a choice.” They were
looking at me full of wonder. How many people are trapped
under the corrupt system to do something they do not want
to do! And how easy it would be to let themselves free if they
participated in today's hopeful message!
The same ardour and enthusiasm with the children of the
municipal police is unfortunately shown by some members
of our Parliament to immigrants, who they are people just
like us, hungry and deluded by governments. And I wonder:
if they were using this passion for truly hunting crime, drugs
and human traﬃcking, then possibly criminal action would
cease forever. People who have put borders in their heart unfortunately will always have borders with their fellow men.
But since they are part of the state apparatus of government,
their reasoning is pointing elsewhere, shaped by their masters, because they have compromised from fear of losing their
jobs. A vicious circle, in which the darkness appears as light.
Another masquerading institution is the judiciary, supposedly for the administration of “justice.” This very sensitive area has been turned into one ﬂimsy circuit housed in
fancy and imposing buildings, for the illegal governments to
ensure their immunity and their power against anyone who
dares to raise a voice against them. The staﬀ of the circuit of
justice, lawyers, judges and other employs with various “functions”, are presented to us as the guarding angels of the world.
But with their complicity and their tolerance, they are allowing them to perpetuate illegalities, for the circuit of justice never stops working trapping people into dealing with
complaints and lawsuits and never giving them time to search
for the perpetrators of deliberate problems, They are mandated by the dark global system of “money printers” to di-
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vert to society as many problems as they can, so that people
have to deal with them
I have to emphasize on an unchanged law that I have experienced through my time in the University of the Knowledge of Ourselves. The position, into which every one of us
ﬁnds ourselves, is the position where we seek to bring our
fellow men. People who have it all and dominate everyone
and everything thanks to the money they print, and their employees, have no contact with their conscience or the innermost true joy. Their brains get sick and suﬀer every day more
and more into an unimaginable degree. They end up schizophrenics and they only get satisfaction with sadistic things,
like harming as many as they can. That’s why people suﬀer
and they will continue to suﬀer for as long as they ignore the
Knowledge of Themselves. Those who suﬀer want to make
you suﬀer; those who are happy want to make you happy.
Our Christ told us that “The blind leading the blind”. They
will both fall into the tank. That’s why people are equally responsible for their misfortune. Lack of clarity that comes to
us by the Knowledge of Ourselves, makes us use the gift of
choice on the wrong people. Once they will be revealed as
most unreliable, but it will be too late.
Politicians and generals are the wolves and people are the
sheep. They know each other because they have been put in
their positions from the “money printers” and the gun manufacturers. They communicate perfectly to set up their dirty
and paranoid wars for the elimination of people, not allowing them time to wake up and ask for their mother earth,
which has been given for free to us by our generous Creator.
Because they know far too well that as soon as we acquire
our land, secure our shelter, our clothing, our food, some
friendship and some humanity through our volunteering,
their devil-money, which is the reason for all the subhuman
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works against all blessed forms of life, will be completely
disappeared.
This is the mask of public defending system which oppresses people, shaping them into prey and leading them towards complete enslavement.
Today we have too much dark but we also have too much
light. we have too much hate and too much love. we have
too much ignorance and too much Knowledge of our divine
Self. we have been oﬀered a supreme opportunity to choose
the gift of Knowledge and live wisely for the rest of our lives,
helping both our own evolution and our children’s.

Camouﬂage 7
The media is people’s “informers”
They supposedly care too much, that’s why they steal from
us every single minute of our lives, the most precious gift
that we have been given, the irreversible time with their informational trash, the ﬁnancial problems, the fear, the interconnections and the relentless disorientation from our divine
selves.
The global system of chaos and darkness is so insidiously organized, that has made people to believe that the news
presenters and the journalists, those “lovebirds” of the media, truly “informs” us and “entertains” us 24/7 from honest
love and interest.
In contrast, the most cleverly set up crime is taking place:
they are using people to think with the standards that the
media promote and then, like communicating vessels, to
transmit to each other the garbage enervating them massively. By radio, television, newspapers and magazines, people
learn only to think and discuss the issues and the problem
they have heard from the media, which mutate human di-
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vinity. The criminal division succeeded by the political parties, religions, borders of countries, sports and all rigged tricks,
is unprecedented. The fundamental dark triangle, which owns
and directs citizens is the inconspicuous masters “money
printers”= the lobbies of the gurus of economy, the politicians
and the media.
But there is the opposite bright triangle as well: Teacher Knowledge of Self - student. with this powerful triangle we
can defeat in our minds the invincible triangle of darkness
and chaos and all the camouﬂaged related circuits.
As long as people are indiﬀerent to equip with the weapons
of awakening, awareness, understanding, appreciation and
clarity from the Knowledge of Themselves, I am very sorry
to say that they will cause themselves only abject misery, their
own and their children’s .
This is the mask of the media that are supposedly interested in informing us while in fact they grow perversion,
crime, stupor, disorientation and fear of people.
The magic wand of choice is something that we have until our last breath. Let us use it now that we are given the ultimate chance than from the current real Master, Prem Rawat,
to know within ourselves the ultimate liberator Self of our
own and to build a beautiful and digniﬁed world worthy of
our divine nature. Let us ﬁnally stay away from those parrots of calamity and create the media from the beginning and
transform them from the media of deceit into and the media
of inspiration and enlightenment for the entire world.
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Camouﬂage 8
The “sports”
Sports are stealthily used for domestic and global bifurcation. These 'civilized' sports are nothing but circuses, and
if the supporters of the competing teams were allowed to have
knives or pistols on them, none of them would stay alive. But
because the system wants to keep its dark circle of perpetuation and division vivid, for the time being it limit’s itself to
stone throwing or throwing of chairs giving some extra work
to the glaziers, the furniture makers and, of course, to the
hospitals.
Unemployment brings some relevant alarm and indignation that the dark world’s system fears so it keeps on trying
to invent new method in order to increase disorientation. The
awakening of the world is something against their interests.
So, promoting the sport industry, as well as the industry of
entertainment, they manage to inﬂuence kids, making them
dream only of how to score in the ﬁeld. They ﬁrst squeeze
them and then leave them spiritually dead because the only
thing they’ve been doing for years was to run around like
crazy, like horses or like chased dogs.
And of course, apart from the division and the indolence
the invisible rake of sports is aiming on other “legal” and
illegal gains. we see it happening with all sports, even in
the Paralympics Games. Especially, in important matches,
the organizers make huge profits using the athletes, some
of whom are paid handsomely to function as baits for the
young people.
This is what we call professional sports, nothing more than
division, earning and stealing of our precious time.
with the Knowledge of Ourselves we can make sports
more polite so that the health of our body beneﬁts from them,
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we can make them to suppress our passions and to teach us
discipline and dismissal of competition, which is generated
by sick fanaticism and arrogance.

Camouﬂage 9
The haunts of the circus’ fun
The industry of song is one of the most insidious traps
along with the industries of ﬁlm and theatre. They are presented to us as “entertainment” but behind the singers and
the instrument players, who are peddling to the public as the
gods of fun, there is always the motive to steal our precious
time. The “artists” are seeking to make us their permanent
client, addicts who run behind them for the joy of delusion.
These places are well equipped: alcohol and drugs for total
stupor. Their entire repertoire is based on lust, which they
camouﬂage with words, such as love, reminding to the audience the suﬀerings of their hearts.
Some songwriters and shouting against the system of
darkness and they supposedly unite with the angry citizens,
but their motivation is only to gain more customers, since
they always dance to the rhythm of the global carcinogenic
disease of selﬁshness. Each blames and competes the other,
but the squeezing of time and money that they perform is
the same.
The actors and actresses with their turn, claim that “actor
means light.” And I wonder: with billions of televisions, cinemas and theatres, plenty of 'bright' artists, 'bright' intellectuals and 'bright' governors, how we have such a huge surplus of persistent darkness? why we keep on building prisons, hospitals, cemeteries and madhouses for dead of our
paranoid wars?
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All the entertainment of this world is nothing but illusions, because they deprive you of the freedom and salvation, which only self-knowledge oﬀers. Even the books that
seem like innocent fun are a diﬀerent form of self-deception. your brain is ﬁlled with a bunch of trash of many different theories, a lot of useless beliefs to diﬀerentiate you
from other people who happen to have read y other theories. They are starting dislikes and divisions, squabbles and
political arguments. The novels excite the imagination for a
virtual reality outside the real magical moment so that you
get used to read and live only with borrowed ideas. They
steal your valuable time with a more sophisticated deception
and secure you as a permanent customer. you deprive you
of the choice to start reading your own inner magical book
of truth and to learn the art of “now” with the sublime
Knowledge of yourself.
I've heard some actors and directors saying that the cinema civilizes the world. And I answer: if you call civilization
the corruption and crime that the cinema is promoting with
the sinister works of shallowness and lethargy then sorry, but
for you civilization would always be the darkness. which,
after you have created it and given it the name civilization
you then want to ﬁlm it also.
The true culture emanates only from the “know thyself ”
as well as mental health. How can the uncivilized minds, if
they do not embrace Knowledge, which is the root of our civilization, to develop and show externally the true civilization? Some of you may feel unhappy, but my heart is obliged
to express its experience. without the right foundation, there
can be no selﬂessness, no love and respect as a unique code
of our contact, our ship will always bogged down by our indiﬀerence. you see, the pitfalls are numerous and arduous,
with an incredible range of deceptions so that they cannot be
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realized by our brains. That's why they are shaping us the
way they want: one-dimensional.
while Knowledge makes us awakened, fulﬁlled and multidimensional and frees ourselves completely from the world
of illusion = darkness = slavery.
Those who appropriated the people, those who appropriate the “know thyself “ and the God are boosting proudly and
clearly that have done their best. I have not heard once one
of them accepting their failure. A humble and sincere confession would likely urge others to do the same. I only hope
for a healthy start in order to look for the causes of hypocrisy
and darkness and to discover who we truly are, which is the
ultimate purpose of our lives.

Camouﬂage 10
Job oﬀers
while the obvious and undeniable survival and maintenance of all creatures of our planet come free from our mother nature, the sun, the wind, the water and the earth, for many
- many centuries mankind has been misled with the most
disgraceful act of the economy gurus, with the worthless money. But they know very well that if they are deprived of food
and water for just a couple of days they will die.
They have managed our complete dependence by stacking
us up in urban monstrosities. Forced work and unavoidable
traﬃc 14 hours per day, sleep 8 hours with a 2 hour break for
eating and watching Tv, with an aperitif of lethargy by chatty by the presenters and reporters of the system. Trade has
become, with the passion of competition and greed, the highest school of conﬁguration, hypocrisy and fraud, within which
we are working and stealing one another. The professions of
fraud and robotilization have literally demolished every
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healthy human value. Gambling, alcohol, drugs, slavery, prostitution and weapons production are rapidly and skilfully
growing. The hands of the people rather than wreak healthy
food and produce surplus so that there is not even one hungry man or a hungry animal on this planet, create food poisons and weapons and a single madman’s command is enough
for myriads to get killed. we have learned nothing but how
to imitate the darkness. with so much technology and wealth
at our disposal how is it possible that countless of our fellow men on our blessed earth die every day from the lack of
water and food? Immense sums are spent on weapons systems and space research, because, you see, we must destroy
other planets as well with the schizophrenia and the arbitrariness that the creators of the world of the darkness are
carrying. Each track of sound logic has disappeared and has
turned into incredible audacity and hypocrisy, which is proudly presented as culture.
The dark game of “money printers” is eventually to mutate and form as many of us as they can with their dark system, in order to use them against the rest of the world who
does not follow them. And so the system perpetuates with
the help of those who serve it. For example, with the pretence
that they oﬀer job to people, the governments have created a
force, not consisting by aliens but by real people, who is called
MAT (a certain department of police). These people are provided with boots, shields, helmets, bats, guns, handcuﬀs, and
asphyxiating masks to supposedly protect the society when
a riot takes place, but in fact all they want to protect is themselves. They know far too well the game of the inevitable indignation of citizens, so if the things turn really ugly and they
lose control they call upon the army and they are saved.
do not get confused by their urgings for revolutions. Those
who incite mobs to rebel are paid by those who are selling
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the weapons. They bask in their living rooms while putting
people to ﬁght each other, enriching the blood running in the
streets. They always work with their evil minds and their educated language of persuasion and deception.
All this outer ugliness comes from the inner ugliness that
the makers and the mobs experience inside them because they
live only for their mind and their body.
Today we live through the darker “culture” but simultaneously we live through the most brilliant era because we
have the unspeakable luck of the living presence of the real
Teacher, now that we live in the enchanting scene of this
blessed planet.
we of us all carry within us the most sacred and precious
gift. And when we discover it, we will feel immensely rich.
we will slowly disappear falsehood of money invented by
the dark greedy ancestors who have established the indescribable chaos. we will discover within ourselves our powerful feelings of divine love, respect, peace, dignity, clarity,
selﬂessness and bliss and will completely shake oﬀ the wars
and the misery brought by the fatal ignorance of ourselves.
with the Knowledge of Ourselves we will succeed in our inner transformation and restoration of our beloved planet.

*
* *

Part B
The source of beauty within us
and how to express it

fter pointing out the corrupted dark side of our era, in
which we have all participated, some of us more than
others, with our indiﬀerence, our irresponsibility and our
accumulation of dishonest deeds, I am going to inform you
about the bright side, as well. Today we have the coming of
the true Teacher, Prem Rawat Maharaji, who began his work
45 years ago, since he was 9 years old. do not be indiﬀerent
to the necessity of the Knowledge of youself, which is always timely and the unique life jacket in every “ship wreck”
in the black ocean of this world.
As a student of the polite studying of the Knowledge, I
dare to say that the cause of my transformation and liberation is my Teacher. My ongoing internal apprenticeship has
led me to confess with my writing the most joyful message
for reaching inner peace, freedom and happiness that my
Teacher oﬀers with his Knowledge, hoping to touch a few
hearts depending on their level of understanding and purity. At the same time I inform you of how we can free ourselves from the complex problems imposed on us by the oppressors “money printers”.
From my experience I know that our inner liberation is
achieved with conﬁdence in our divine self and by investing
in Knowledge, to contribute to the building of a more beau-
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tiful world. Nothing can be implemented without the investment of time. we will never be able to participate in a
better world and it will remain a hypocritical dream unless
we try for the healthy, personal and collective, development
of the world.
I write all those things because my inner liberation has
inspired me to introduce to you the way of liberation from
foreign oppressors “money printers”
The recipes of the world wars, the indignity, the chaos and
the darkness are incredibly complex, misleading and callous.
In contrast to succeed external peace, dignity and prosperity
the recipes of Knowledge of Ourselves are very simple.
First of all we need to ﬁnd and bring together 150-200 new
members of the Parliament to voluntarily become the individual healthy cores of the society as servants of the people.
They need to be so clean inside them, with disinterestedness,
dignity, clarity and understanding, totally liberated from the
factor “money” and generally from all the illusions of the materialistic ﬁelds. The purity of our hearts will be the true magnet for countless hearts that that long to distinguish pure servants to entrust with their hope and their vote. I foresee a sequential pull of hearts to an incredible degree, in the same
way that candles are being lit one after the other when we
celebrate Christ’s Resurrection.
This is the necessary and overarching goal: ﬁnding the
original nuclear for a healthy partnership that will replace
the current hypocritical rulers when the people refuse them
their vote. without any bloody revolutions driven from the
system itself in order to cause chaos and to divide us.
The cunning trick of the alienation of a people is managed by electing a Prime Minister of their choice, someone
with full unscrupulousness and arrogance, taking care that
his closest ministers will be sick with the same mentality and
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that they will be puppets of the inconspicuous governors.
Then the ministers start to expect rates oﬀ and they develop
the following way of things “if we don’t take the money someone else will,” so they all end up to be predators. Their contamination of thinking is being transmitted to the entire state
apparatus because it is adhesive without the antidote of dignity, which always remains unchanged to those who honestly deal with the Knowledge of Themselves. The deadly disease of unscrupulousness ﬁnally reaches the base of the pyramid and with unimaginable speed this carcinogen selﬁshness
traps the people. Soon their mentality rules us all, “Live and
let die”.
we know their play as you know the actors who are participating. Now the aim and the solution lies in the creating
of a noble new project with noble new actors to attract with
their authenticity the audience-citizens in order for them to
come to this noble new play and participate as well. Everyone is bored and hates the old play, but remains stuck there,
although it is so ugly because they haven’t seen the new yet.
To satirize and to sing for their odious play and the odious
actresses in which all of us have participated won’t bring any
change except from perpetuation and growing rot. The healthy
result will bring the promising new project of the Knowledge
of Ourselves with new actors, who have apprenticed in the
true realm of their heart. People who have their heart as a
vehicle need to carry absolutely no qualities carried by the
minds of this world, who have undoubtedly impoverished it
with the vile qualities of unscrupulousness, selﬁshness,
hypocrisy, competitiveness, arrogance, jealousy, hatred, possessiveness, greed and servility. That’s why I am referring to
it as a new project with new actors. I emphasize that Knowledge does not exclude anyone of the old hypocritical actors,
as long as they transform into genuine (poets of moral stan-
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dards), they can also participate into this glorious new play
of this brilliant era.
Let me express one of the stronger experiences I have
gained as one of the highest gifts of Knowledge of Ourselves.
The divine knowledge provides an unspeakable potential of
transformation to whoever desires to look back inside them
which is something even beyond your sweetest fantasies. The
attraction that takes place between our Teacher’s work and
his students will be incredibly strong and progressive non stop. I feel that is the incredible season of the wise choice to
give up the scenario that has been prescribed for us by the
deceptive writers of chaos and darkness. we currently have
the most noble writer, who inspires actors with the unselﬁsh
attitude of his heart, to manifest the most majestic and digniﬁed work, worthy of our beloved Teacher and our divine
nature.
Finally, there are two serious issues that we need to focus
on: 1) The recognition and acceptance of our fall, arising from
the ignorance of Ourselves, and 2) the recognition and acceptance of the pursuit of Knowledge of Ourselves, which
leads us gradually to our elevation so that we can experience
the bright era ahead of us. The visionaries of the Common
Good in order not to fail in the coordination and determination of our eﬀorts, need to have as a code of communication
the Knowledge of Ourselves and be united with love, respect,
awareness, dignity and clarity. without the Knowledge of
Ourselves we will be divided by the ideas of the mind because they include a treacherous selﬁshness that destroys any
healthy cooperation. Those who are not engaged now, if they
wish to participate in the development and the noble cause,
need to realize that vision comes from a source within us,
that there is only one God who wishes to unite all his creatures. Knowledge is the saving code of communication.
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The world cannot be built with ideas that are dominated
by love, respect, dignity and clarity. we currently have the
experience of all the previous centuries: confused ideas, like
the famous Babel, has misled mankind Although we have not
realized this experience yet, we need to realize it as soon as
we can, in order not to participate any further in the perpetuation of the catastrophic global trap our own minds. Many
of you might move with disappointment and frustration,
which oﬀ lead to revenge. In Knowledge there are no conﬂicts
or revenges, that’s why the contact with God inside us eliminates the qualities of the mind and stops the perpetuation
of violence.
without ﬁnding healthy replacements, without a noble
code of communication but with selﬁshness and indiﬀerence
for the Knowledge of Ourselves, how do we expect α better
change? do we want just another carnival change to celebrate
and unbend ourselves with the ordinary mentality which the
ancestral system of darkness has formed?
It's time to cooperate with actions. wishful thinking and
visions are good but there would be even better if they were
materialised. Let's be joined and play, each one of us, in the
most real play in order to synthesize the incredible beauty of
peace, dignity and prosperity.
I understand that everyone is afraid that they are going to
have the same fate with some of our fellow citizens who have
been killed, thinking: either we’ll live in slavery of their dark
system or we will get killed if we decide to overthrow the rotten world system in which each country- ours as well- is subservient. But this is a fake dilemma that we were made to believe. The real dilemma is: either we live in slavery of their
dark system or we will live detoxiﬁed and free.
Each heart sees as its task that for a man to feel man alive
and he has to be detoxiﬁed by everything and by everyone.
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The fear that we will “get killed” is ﬁctitious, because it is not
natural; they have implanted it in our brains. It is just a threat;
it does not mean that it will necessarily. we can destroy it
with the omnipotent qualities of our heart: trust in our duty,
hope, faith, understanding and clarity, sweeping all obstacles
within and without us.
My dear friends, I am putting you a dilemma: either we
sit passively and allow the perpetuation of slavery and darkness to be transmitted to the children of our children, or, like
decent people, will become the leaders who will eradicate the
thorns, which prevent us for evolving, inspiring the next generations. whoever wants to lead, this is a promising era.
The ﬁrst essential move for the solution of the economic
problems, of divisions, of lawlessness and of all others obstacles which have been placed upon us deliberately in order bulldoze us, is to get to the source from which it derives; power.
How do we come to power?
I wish to inform some people, mostly artists who have
many contacts among their colleagues and are closer to the
people. They should join ﬁrst. They have to realize the diﬃcult situation that people are going through and now is the
right time, if they truly want to help. do they just want to
sing, recycling the problems and satirize those in power or
do they want to try and realize the cause of our fall and the
way that I mention below, and to promote it to the world for
the relief from our misery that has been imposed on us artiﬁcially by the global “money printing” maﬁa that, with the
barons of the organized crime, distributes the money as it
wills and takes it away whenever it desires through the banks?
That’s why it is much-needed that the visionaries of the
common good should unite, to shake oﬀ the dynasty and
crime. Now is the time for action and reaction! No more inertia, indolence and divisions.
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LET US FINALLY WAKE UP FOR OUR FREEDOM

In the same way that 150-300 lairs mislead constantly an
entire nation, the awakening and unity of only 150-300 leaders, who will be true and ready to support the real message,
can inspire others to eliminate infected thoughts of selﬁshness, hypocrisy, of subservience and perceptions of the diseased parties that keep us divided and enslaved in darkness.
Later everyone will understand that all of us we can leaders
for the inspiration of our own surrounding for the materialization of our noble purpose.
Let us ﬁrst look at the main cause that led us to mutation
and enslavement. And it is nothing but the ignorance for Ourselves. Ignoring our primary need, the Knowledge of Ourselves has as a consequence to become subservient to everyone and to allow them to formulate us in their own measures. And since we oﬀer the reins of our lives to liars we will
pay the cost of our unscrupulousness and indiﬀerence.
And now let's try to understand in a simple way how to
do it:
when we will undertake the governance of the country
and until the idea of volunteering has been spread, we can
print our own money in the same way that our oppressors
can. One drachma will correspond to the value of money of
any country because the numbers are global and no villain
with his circuit has the right to put a virtual value on it. 1
drachma will correspond to the value of any currency of the
world anywhere in the world rather than to 340 units, where
they have evaluated euro. 1 drachma would correspond to 1
unit of any currency, i.e. 1 drachma = 1 euro = $ 1 = 1 = 1
pound, etc. The transactions will be made solely by the numbers on the coins, not the virtual values that the evil have put
behind numbers in order to create artiﬁcial poverty, enslav-
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ing the people that they choose. Anything purchased in Greece
will have the same numerical value in every currency. So, the
rich won’t be able to buy with their virtual millions value the
labour of the workers and of the essential goods. we will also
print euro for transactions with foreign countries and markets in case some of them won’t recognize drachma or want
to block us.
OUR LIBERATION dOES NOT ACCEPT LIMITATIONS
ANd COMPROMISES

we do not interfere into nobody’s business, so we will not
allow them to take charge in our home as well. Hospitality
is one thing, but not for the maﬁa, the pimps and the IMF
who the government have slowly put upon our shoulders.
who has given them the right and the privilege to print money for us or for other countries? who said that it is forbidden that we print our own money? with money as their
weapon they have been enslaved and impoverished us and it
is that with the same weapon, money- that we will print ourselves - we will break free. Now is the time to wake up. Let
us stop the fairytale of the godfathers with the aid, who aim
in our slavery and the slavery of our children. we want to
keep ourselves out of this: wE OwE NOTHING ANd wE HAvE
TO PAy BACK NOTHING. Those who believe that we have to
pay oﬀ let them ask the money from their employees, the
politicians, who they used to enslave us by buying our country, making us to kill ourselves. Before they sell out everything that we have, we have the obligation to stop them; otherwise we are not worthy to have oﬀspring if we are going to
deliver them to the slavery of the rulers of darkness from the
day of their birth.
do you expect their educated economists to save us? Those,
who appear harmless, are the children of “money printers”,
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located in each country to drive people crazy with their economic science. Economists are their triplets, along with the
media and the politicians, but with the camouﬂage of their
degrees, as senior advisers and regulators of each country's
economy. Their unsubstantial learning is coming from the
rotten system so that they fool people for the coverage of unemployment, with subsequent. And their very own members
are liars as eﬃcient as politicians.
Since the governance of the country passes to conscientious servants everything else will work smoothly and bring
balance to people. we do not need people who will serve the
country with the art of lies. we need awareness, determination, dignity, consistency and honesty, to inspire people for
their liberation from their politicians.
I feel that if we do not replace the fake representatives of
the people, then we either have the intelligence or monkeys
and foxes or are possessed by the multifaceted selﬁshness,
hypocrisy, servility and irresponsibility that we take part to
the rotten system, so of us unconsciously while others consciously.
I guess that many people would welcome for our country
a government of genuine visionaries of the common good
coming from the artistic circle (singers, musicians, and actors), teachers, intellectuals, sociologists, criminologists, psychologists, doctors, priests, politicians, journalist, policemen,
people from law enforcement and other charitable organizations. Because luckily everywhere there are exceptions despite
our mutation from the ancestral, dark system. Until we restore the exceptions as rule and the current rule of corruption as an exception.
Those have the experience from their professional interaction with people of diﬀerent temperament. They have a
deeper awareness of self-deception and hypocrisy. So they are
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much more capable to govern than the current liars who have
compromised to serve the dark inconspicuous bosses, pretending the representatives of the people.
I hope for some new leaders, without having any contact
with them, only from what I hear sporadically on television.
If they do not want to participate for any reason, at least I
hope they have the kindness to seize this rare opportunity
and inform those around them and their fans for the decent
attempt of a personal and collective bright history.
If they realize that they can join the majority of our population-because each of them has thousands of fans- and to
inspire them to resign from their sick political parties that
keep them divide, then the boat with the new healthy state
machine and new pilots and passengers can sail for highest
horizons. And for the ﬁrst time we will enjoy our daily trip
on our majestic and blessed planet, full of consciousness, gratitude, dignity, peace, respect and love, through the Knowledge of Ourselves. This gentle exercise is the most heroic and
ultimate success, it is inextricably linked to the current eﬀort
for our change and for the creation of bright future for our
children.
This message is like the seed that if you take care with
conﬁdence, hope, faith and understanding, will be transformed
into a tree and you will eat the sweet fruits both you and your
descendants. we are farmers of our destiny and our children’s.
After deep awareness of reality in contact with my true
Self, I decided to take action. Please allow me to show you a
part of the future program for when we take the governance
of the country in our hands, which will always remain open
for any useful supplement of the general welfare.
*
* *

Part C
Schedule for our release
and our decent living
hat I write here is a whole of proposals for the relief
of the weak and decent living of everyone. I hope that
this project will represent a group of decent visionaries of a
better society where everyone will work for all and all will
work for one, in other words for COMMON GOOd. Let us all
try to regroup, to make our own MOvEMENT OF vISIONARIES
OF THE COMMON GOOd.
Since we will print our own money, we can evolve collectively and free from our oppressors inspiring citizens of other countries.
The state needs to ensure the basic needs of every human
being, which is food, shelter and clothing, so that every man
can discover his other basic needs, such as peace, freedom,
true happiness and dignity. Beyond that, everyone will be able
to enjoy any of the circus’ games if he wishes but only with
his own initiative.

w

1) Providing food, shelter and clothing
Ensure the rent for everyone who is unemployed, for a decent accommodation of all our fellowmen. Closed down hotels can accommodate homeless people with the state’s expenses, so that our fellowmen we will not have to sleep inside cardboard boxes or on benches, hungry and unwashed.
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The land will be divided between people so that they can
cultivate it, if they wish, for food and clothing, which are the
basic needs of all humans, or even to build communes.
Our Creator gives to all of us many diﬀerent inspirations
for labouring, so that we need each other for a healthy cooperation of the general good.
with indescribable potential of love, kindness, respect and
understanding, we can do miracles for an incredibly wonderful stay on our magical planet, instead of stealing and
killing each other. with the sound way of thinking of the
general good, will gradually disappear prisons, madhouse,
wars and inhumanity through the strong interaction of true
love and respect that we all hide inside us by instinct.

2) Providing health
Ensuring medicines and medical care for all using hospitals that will be built in villages, islands and far away regions
with equipment that will paid by the state, since we will print
our own money and we will be able to aﬀord them. In this
way people won’t have to worry about long distances or the
expenses of the tickets. Hospitals will be improved in order
to really help people and will not look like stables anymore.
All doctors and nurses will be paid by the state. No citizen
will have to pay for their health. Privatization has to disappear completely from this noble structure that we call our
body because it belongs to no one but our wise and powerful Creator. when young children will learn to eat healthfully in body and mind, more and more drug industries will
be closing down along with their carcinogenic pesticides. So
gradually the pharmacies which have replaced the neighbourhood grocery shops with be reduced as well. Hospitals
– death allies will became communes so that they can be re-
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ally useful. The private luxurious hospitals will remain us a
choice, since the rich will be able to aﬀord them.
The state will take care of the noble institutions for orphans, sick children and the elderly, because we will print
our own money instead of the magnates of wealth with their
hypocritical charity fundraisers who have abused natural resources through the use of their obsequious servants and
worthless policies and afterwards present themselves as benefactor to provoke the sympathy of ignorant victims.
The appalling conditions in mental hospitals will change
drastically. Sick people won’t be treated as objects for experiments anymore because their relatives decided that they are
mental and with bribes to prosecutors are now taking their
property. Suﬃcient land will be given to everyone exclusively for healthy fruit nutrition as well as staﬀ that will oﬀer
them unconditional love. Those who can will participate in
farming as an exercise in order to help these sick people getting better and slowly return to their conscience and the reality of our society as healthy members and participants in
the activities of the general good. Rich people will have the
right in private mental hospitals have, if they wish, until they
understand that health is achieved by healthy diet, fruit and
juices, gymnastics, music, love from the nurses and live lectures and video with words of love and wisdom. Now it’s the
time for bright healthy radical reforms.

3) Charitable projects - Ban of privatization
of our fundamental needs
The state will be responsible for food, water, electricity,
heating, electricity, telecommunications, public transport and
as much land as possible, because it’s what will sustains
blessed with its innumerable beneﬁts. To prevent wastage of
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electricity, water, telecommunications and fuel, we will put
a limit on the amount that will be paid from the state since
we will print our own money. when citizens exceed these
limits they will pay the bills from their salary or from unemployment allowance, so that they see a reduction in their
income and realize the consequences of waste and unaccountability, respecting from then on our joint eﬀort. If we
print money will be able to buy from landowners the ﬁrst
quality food that it is now exported abroad for the rich and
their yachts we will not eat any more rotten food because of
the accuracy and speculation of landowners.
The unjust privilege of the rich to get the ﬁrst quality will
stop and the food consumed by the poor will be recycled and
used as manure.
The cease of the privatization of natural resources, which
gangs want to control through their associates governments,
is absolutely necessary. They can privatize their homes and
themselves if they wish, but not the lives of people with the
snatching of our land of our natural resources. If we do not
wake up for our necessary union soon they will take everything that you have for just a bottle of water! The greed and
cruelty of proﬁt deﬁes paranoid brutality that is beyond the
wildest imaginations. do not be surprised, because I know
through the Knowledge of Myself what minds are capable of
when they live in darkness and have money as God.
Some urgent projects: full abolition of tolls, free parking on
public roads, abolition of taxes for vehicles’ circulation , free
driving licensing and free allowances for the building of houses, abolition of municipal taxes, lapse of all the debts of the
weak, which the state will take upon itself to pay oﬀ. Since the
state will print its own money there will be no longer need for
revenue oﬃces nor will we have to face tax evasion anymore
since everyone’s ultimate goal will be common good. The ﬁnes
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for houses built without allowance will be deleted. There are
no “arbitrary” houses, only arbitrary politicians, who came up
with arbitrary and illegal laws. If someone wants to build on
their land, they will have to consult the community or the municipality so as not to prejudice the rights of their neighbours
or the environment. A decent communication that will satisfy
all of our fundamental needs without disturbing our fellow
man as we do not wish to bothered by others.

4) Education
In education a whole range of learning is necessary in order restore our primary need, self-knowledge, in practice and
in theory, the temporal words of the explicit teaching of our
dear Christ, “Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that
men should do to you, do ye even so to them”, “Love your
thy neighbour as thyself ” and “Love one another”, not kill
each other. That’s the way that children will come out as decent and wise citizens for individual and global progress.
while now they learn only letters that prepare them just for
the manning of the corrupt system and for the competition
of cheating trade. It’s like they are being told indirectly “do
to others what you don’t want them to do to you.” This results in stealing and killing each other because of the morbid mentality incorporated on us by the criminal system, the
unscrupulousness, the divisions, the wickedness, the subservience, the irresponsibility, the pimp, the falsehood and
the individualism.
Education as well as the study of foreign languages will
be free to everyone, since the state that will print its own
money will pay for the teachers and for the books. This will
slowly eliminates private schools and tuition centres with all
their useless learning that is transmitted by politicians to dis-
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tract people and serve their economic interests. The letters
themselves bring arrogance, exploitation, jealousy, competition and schizophrenia. The world that we live in is the absolute proof. Ruled and directed by the “over-educated” for
many -many centuries, we see where the humanity is heading: the growing debacle, and the innumerable brutal suﬀering. The foxy pre- planned division of private and public
learning for the exploit of the poor. The children of the rich
have the opportunity to study and afterwards to rule with
their degrees over the poor and to dominate every key position. The rich, if they wish, they can choose private tutors,
but they will not be preferred for key positions in the state.
In key positions we will put digniﬁed servants of common
good in order to sweep away the immunity, the bribes and
the corruption, which are altering our consciences.
when the state prints its own money the beneﬁt for the
young children will be huge for they will not have to watch
Tv to be told what to do. Neither will they go for easy jobs
selling their bodies or traﬃcking drugs, committing scams and
crimes. Most importantly, when they feel more and more the
care of the state, they will be awakened and become responsible individuals participating actively in the common good.

5) Pensions
Pensioners will receive adequate pensions to live decently at reasonable levels, in return for the services they oﬀered
when they were working, including those who did not work,
but they are in need due to age.
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6) Justice and human rights
with strict and fair laws, same for everyone, no one will
be left unpunished, when they blackmail, abuse, steal and
kill a fellow man. This will gradually decrease abuse, fraud
and crimes. The guardians of fair justice and security forces
will be paid satisfactorily by the state, so that they won’t lured
from oﬀenders to increase their salary and lose their dignity. This will totally disappear bribes and compromises.
The world’s rotten system has trapped humanity in a vicious circle. The gurus of the global economy, print the money and share it as they wish, creating poverty, unhappiness
and misery to a part of the society and wealth and prosperity to another, so that they are in constant war with each other, the privileged with the unhappy with result the abuse, the
fraud and the crime, so that they remain undisturbed in obscurity.
As despicable the crime is, the state can easily limit it with
a strict application of exemplary punishment. Today the illegal circuit of courts do not apply strict and preventive measures, only to maintain bribery. when the state itself selects
honest judges who will strictly enforce the law, as good as
possible, for the real security of citizens, then legal practitioners’ circuit, maintained by the illegal acts, will become
unnecessary and they will be oﬀered another job by state for
the common good. Everyone who has an unnecessary job today will be needed in the new society for we will have so
many essential things to deal with. we will dispense oﬀ the
garbage that we have taken as useful and will enable ourselves with useful work for the common good.
Until the necessity of seeking the Knowledge Ourselves,
which feeds us with love, kindness, awareness, understanding and dignity, has been spread, we will continuously up-
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date people with headlines and with television spots, warning severe penalties for those committing illegal actions, until they assimilate they do not have any other choice.
The impunity and lawlessness that terrify the world are
designed by the rotten system so that we do to have time to
focus on the Knowledge of Ourselves for awakening and clarity. They are forcing us to focus on our many problems and
ﬁlling us with fear and insecurity, introducing afterwards
their henchmen as protectors of the people and their disguised
ministry oﬃces as “protection of the citizen.”
The fear of the strict enforcement of the law will bring the
illegal in their senses until they realize that they have no right
whatsoever against their neighbour. In order to provide a
healthy society we need healthy people.
The wretched conditions of prisons will also change radically: healthy diet, exercise, music, manual work by cultivating the land, live daily seminars, video lectures and examples for the return into our consciousness and healthy participation in society. For the time being prisons are schools
for even higher crimes. They will turn into true reformatories so people will never have to in there. To regain our humanity: love, respect and dignity through the sublime of the
Knowledge of Ourselves.
Finally, we will the revision of the Constitution and the
elimination of all the “illegal” laws.

7) The media
we will create our own channels for continuous enlightenment, prevention of health and avoidance of poisoned food,
alcohol, tobacco, drugs, prostitution, gambling, fraud and
crime. Now the media promote images which enervate human beings. The aim is to show the opposite. we can run,
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for example, videos that will encourage self knowledge or
videos with words of great men and teachers, training of the
body, appreciation and recognition of our magical planet that
sustains everyone and everything with its innumerable, noble goods. It is much-needed to realize that it is our duty to
preserve as much as possible our life-giving planet, our home,
in the same way that we take care of our little houses in which
we live every day with our families, because new visitors are
coming every day.
dear friends, I fully understand the misuse of the valuable
time given to us every single blessed day, as the crafty makers of the dark world’s system steal our time with the use of
the media and turn it into trash. Especially with television,
which has become a personal cinema for human mutation not
only in houses but in public places also. They have managed
to accustom people into investing hours watching satire of the
repeating trash of political parties that are appeared us representatives of the people. Hours in front of the Tv watching
sports that make people sick with fanaticism and oppressed
from their divisions. More hours watching violence and porn.
Even more hours watching chatty reporters and presenters
who “care from genuine love” to inform people but in fact sick
them with the divisions of political parties.
So most of our time is spent unconsciously every day to
obtain garbage in our brain, which are increasing hypocrisy
and dangerous schizophrenia, infecting the entire humanity.
And when we come across a gentle message about our lives,
with incredible internal prospect development, joy, peace,
freedom and clarity, not only we do not put a little of our
time but we reject it, or ﬁght it until extinction. we are afraid
of any reminder of love, kindness, dignity, respect and appreciation of the supreme gift of Life.
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So, for the time being, I come into the uncomfortable position to apologize for my dvds, with one hour duration each,
for I know that all our time has been stolen by the “trash bins”.
I hope through the words of my heart to infuse some hearts
to awaken, to understand where we really need to give our
time.
with this noble distinction and choice, we can create an
incredible beautiful daily destiny, attracting our fellow men,
for development and fulﬁlment of our hearts.
REMEMBER AS OFTEN AS yOU CAN ONE IMMUTABLE LAy:
THE MISERy yOU ExPERIENdE TOdAy IS THE RESULT OF THE
CROP OF CONSECUTIvE THORNS IN OUR MINdS ANd OF THE
INdIFFERENCE FOR THE CULTIvATION OF OUR INNER wORLd.
THE KNOwLEdGE OF THE OURSELvES IS A UNIQUE OPPORTUNIENFOR EvERyONE TO ESCAPE FROM THE PRESCIBEd PAINFUL
dESTINIES THAT THE CREATORS OF CHAOS ANd dARKNESS
HAvE dEvELOPEd FOR ALL PEOPLE.

8) The defence mechanism of state
The defence mechanism will protect state borders - though
the borders will no longer exist when the world has been
awakened and has been brought together-for the safety of citizens, informing tourists and immigrants on the laws of the
state to prevent arson, abuse, fraud and crime, because a visitor has absolutely no right on the house that is hosting him,
to arbitrary, to steal or to kill the host. The punishments will
be instituted by wise legislators to make an example for delinquency against humans and animals. we will inspire other
countries as to not be equipped with weapon systems and
killing each other, but to be armed with love, kindness, respect, understanding and innermost peace, for the gradual
disappearance of all weapons.
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we have been divided by some dark persons and we have
learned to live with our diﬀerences by working, stealing and
killing each other. Now it's time to learn our similarities and
how we can diminish our inner discord through the Knowledge of Ourselves in order to really learn how to live with each
other. For we have so much in common! Inner peace we are all
looking for, freedom, happiness, sleep, food and water!
with reconciliation and selﬂess, noble and eﬀortless collaboration we will disappear the gun industries because our
hands will cultivate the blessed land, and people won’t die
from lack of food and won’t look into the trash bins to ﬁnd
something to eat. while now the lying rulers of “homelands”
have put people's hands into making drugs, alcohol, gambling, poisoned food and weapon systems to our mutual extermination.

9) The working issue
The state will not deal at all with the arbitrary deprivation of the property of the rich, as some evil parties proclaim.
Nor will it put any barriers to prosperity, but will instead
promote collective evolution. The goal of the state is to reduce the gap between rich and poor and to eliminate the exploitation of people by the bosses.
we must all contribute to the gradually disappearance of
polluted thinking of exploitation, which established as normal the distinction between 'masters' and 'slaves'. That’s why
exploitation is perpetuated. Each slave, to escape from his
boss, tries to take advantage of someone else and becomes
boss himself. If not, requires more consideration than the
boss with less work. The boss, when he gives more reward,
tries to steal time forcing him into overtime. So, we still steal
one another in a diﬀerent way and we perpetuate the com-
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petition of the wretched exploitation by the inevitable scams,
prisons, revolutions and wars.
when people are awaken and understand that we are all
maintained by our mother nature with the sun, air, water
and earth and the myriad of goods that it offers us for free,
they will cease to be slaves of small bosses. They will simply cooperate on the development of the general good. Then
the realization that we should not have lying rulers as bosses over our shoulders will eventually come because they
support the small bosses and our divisions. Once we understand this we will move on to the final realization for
the breaking of our slavery’s chains, which is the fact that
we shouldn’t have on our backs the money printers torturers, because they support the big bosses and the lying politicians. So the pyramid of darkness will collapse without revolutions and weapons which the bosses have created to kill
the enslaved peoples.
These ampliﬁed from prefabricated corrupt parties that
divide people into communists, fascists, socialists, imperialists and so on, so that all peoples are always into artiﬁcial
divisions. Great responsibility for the above bare the “drones
bosses” who are promoted from governments because they
played their role well. Through divisions no consolidation
can occur and without consolidation we cannot come to power. So power is always maintained by money printers and ﬁnanciers, and they know it too well. That’s the reason they create armies, law enforcement, courts, prisons, madhouses and
the whole plot of the dark state apparatus and put their own
people in all key positions. Their range includes from lying
politicians and countless rails of various divisions of the media to professional assassins. Their henchmen are like dog
killers, as soon as they give the command they rip you oﬀ.
Having become mindless, without any initiative, bosses have
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even removed from them the right to ask or wonder “why
should I kill him?”
To escape from the vicious circle of masters-slave, we will
pass to the gentle learning collaboration collective development that will beneﬁt the common good. The salaries of the
(co) workers need to be as high as not to promote competition with the pioneers ideologues researchers and engineers
because without the cooperation of others they cannot implement their ideas and inventions. That will gradually move
us from individualism which has taught us to exploit and
kill each other, into cooperation and volunteerism. Our
salaries will not be set from the big bosses through their
politicians employees anymore. Salaries will not be just
enough for rent and food, with long exhausting labour and
forced employment of women so that the rich can increase
the illusion of their wealth from the hangover of their greed,
while their employees are working until they die, in some
cases prematurely. Instead it is the time for the worker to feel
as a partner and not as a slave. This will decrease more and
more the separations of families, the depression, the suicides,
the frauds and the crimes caused by extensive poverty.
Many unneeded jobs will disappear by ensuring food, shelter and clothing. Prostitution, frauds, bailiﬀs, lawyers, drug
traﬃckers, tax oﬃces, and generally all the corrupt state circuit, which forces people to economic oppression and steals
the most valuable commodities, time and dignity, will be
eliminated. Better to pay someone for not working until a
genuine eﬀort for the common good is settled, rather than
having him paid by the exploits, destroying both himself and
his surroundings. The power of entrepreneurs to create fake
“unemployment”, which forces people into starvation wages
and psychosomatic brutal blackmail, will be removed. Our
fellowmen will get kidded anymore beneath the earth in mines
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and metal mines of the conspicuous gangs. The salaries will
be determined by the state, for the decent living for all of us
if we decide to print our own money. Instead of the godfathers moneylenders oppressors with the rest of their guild
who determine people's lives.
Take for instance the example of a man who has in his
land fruit trees, vegetables and water. Of course he will never need to work, buy mutated food or be driven to the hospital and to premature death, because he will be self-suﬃcient and will have ensure his survival. Also, a country that
prints its own money will never be forced to go begging from
usurers or to submit to their terms.
So when the people of a country learn to cultivate their
land, they will be self-suﬃcient. No need to import food or
to borrow from their wicked oppressors. But deprivation and
land grabbing by greedy invaders is forcing people into slavery, them and their children. do not forget the past. Each liberation of the people from their oppressors was succeeded
because of some pioneers, who have inspired the world with
the necessity of uniting and reconstitution. with our grouping all of us become the forefront for our liberation. As the
late Theodoros Kolokotronis and many others did, with the
only diﬀerence that the current revolution will not happen
with guns, but with unique weapons the awakening, understanding and clarity of our hearts.
Here I will like to make a parenthesis. do not forget that
some of us are seeds of dark ancestors. “Co- Greek”, as some
members of the parliament who are presented as “friends” of
our country are shouting nowadays, are those who poisoned
our beloved teacher Socrates and sent many others who invested into the Knowledge of Themselves into exile. And since
we banished the light, the darkness has been successfully established until today. Myself, as a bright descendant, who
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has been awakened and accepted the supreme teaching, I feel
the obligation to ﬁght as their representative to expel the darkness within me ﬁrst and then from those who surround me
and to bring the bright season. Simply because our nature is
light, not dark, like the one they have imposed on us by those
who worship only money.
when will we ﬁnally understand that governments and
their money printing masters we have sold our lives and that
we are, since then, their property? Like pimps in order to
maintain their expensive living lavish prostitution and sell
our fellowmen. That’s what the current misanthropy misanthropic leaders poor countries: all wide smiles of hypocrisy.
There is no worse prison than the prison of our mind,
which they have created through the media, with the daily
fear, the anxiety, the ﬁnancial problems so that they rave every
single moment. If you're used to such an everyday life and
wish to continue this way, you already have it. But if you do
not want it, select this message of hope for the turnaround
of our internal and external freedom.
The foxy organizers of trade with their tax oﬃces have created side – trade indirectly for those who could open shops
and some of them are forced to steal and sell cheap to make
ends meet. This is another crafty trick to divide us. The shopkeepers are against those who sell cheap but buyers want
them so that they can buy cheaper. So again we have two
camps of divided people. First, we create thieves and them
we create ﬁnancial police to catch them. But when the state
will cut its own money we will not need tax oﬃces anymore.
Those who want can sell their goods in their shops while others can sell them in specially constructed areas. And so we
will eliminate the perverse mentality of “live and let die”.
An incredible era for a new bright History for humanity
has come! To pass from darkness to LIGHT, and from igno-
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rance to KNOwLEdGE. Understand that all evil comes from
ignorance of Ourselves. And all good comes from the Knowledge of Ourselves.

10) The immigration issue
All of us are immigrants on this planet. Governments are
those that divide us and not allow us to understand that we
are coming from the same Creator. The indiﬀerence towards
the poor conditions experienced by our fellow men that come
to live in our country, driven from poverty created by inhuman governments of the dark world system, brings us in conﬂict with them. The result is the increasing and inevitable reaction and disappointment, manifested in mental and biological disease like schizophrenia, or suicide with alcohol,
drugs and prostitution, scams and crimes that works us a
domino against us.
we have to oﬀer them genuine interest, which stems from
the innermost love and understanding of the Knowledge of
Ourselves. As none of us would desire to experience such
subhuman conditions and we would long for help, in the
same way we have to care for these unlucky and hapless people around us and help them to get out of their unacceptable
sad situation.
For the materialization of our love and compassion we will
invite the foreign representatives of all communities for information. distribution of land directly from the state, volunteer work and ﬁnancial help because we will print our own
money, for building houses, cultivation of the land and apparel. This noble eﬀort will light the ﬁrst spark of hope, showing them that some want to help them. They will be given
the beautiful opportunity of cooperation, personal creation,
in order not to feel incompetent or outsiders. Frauds and
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crime will be reduced until total disappearance when they
deal with the saving Knowledge of Ourselves, which heals
them and will release them from ignorance, unconsciousness
and wandering. Later, the inspiration and awakening for our
mutual coexistence and the gradual collapse of divisive partisan labels and borders will eventually come. People will understand that we all belong to mother nature which is blessed
with the gorgeous elements of sun, air, earth and water, which
are oﬀered free of charge and no government gang in the
world has the right to possess and to deprive citizens and enslaves them to a life in bondage. And all the people will learn
from a young age that our earth is like a big hotel that serves
a big variety of travellers. And that none of these visitors owns
this hotel, although it is available from our Creator hotelier
for any newborn visitor.
Let’s consider with seriousness and realism that this aspect of property and greed is the main reason that we still
need borders and wars, which are still perpetuated today by
the lack of Knowledge.

11) Nationalism and racism
Let us examine more clearly and with as much sincerity
as possible how we have been misled by the dark ideas of
those who have set up from the dawn of time the logic of “divide and conquer” and perpetuate until today to keep humanity in the dark with hatred and wars, and the artiﬁcial
poverty with complete enslavement and misery:
Firstly, our blessed mother nature does not belong to any
country. The sun is not Greek, Turkish, Albanian or American. The air does not belong to the Chinese, the Indian, the
French or the Japanese, the water is not Portuguese, Romanian, English or Russian, and the earth is not Australian,
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Cuban, vietnamese, Polish and so on. It is so obvious that
the Creator of our mother nature did not put boundaries on
land, to divide his creatures. But the boundaries have been
put by the gangs that have divided the land according to their
strengths and we absolutely have to get rid of them.
Secondly, human beings when they come into this world
have absolutely no tag of ethnicity on them and that their
minds are empty. And depending on which country they will
be born, their minds will be sealed by their parents with the
respectable label of the country. If they are born in Greece
we call them Greeks, if they are born in Germany they are
called Germans and so on. This perpetuates ethnic divisions
using supposedly homelands; with the tragic result of the
wars in order maintain gun industries. And they have managed to convince people to work in these industries to earn
money to eat and house themselves and their children, creating weapon systems for our mutual extermination. And if
you ask any father how he would fell if his own children
were killed in one of those wars, you will see that this is
something that hasn’t even crossed his mind. we are totally
indiﬀerent towards the fact the someone’s children are getting killed, as long as we maintain our job of building
weapons, to feed our own children. while in fact homeland
of all creatures is the same land that sustains us all together with the sun, wind and water that we all share. you see
clearly the division that they have succeeded in each person
with the issue of diﬀerent nationalities. They, who are affecting and fanaticize children and mark them with tags of
homelands, religions and political parties, are motivated by
the conspicuous masters, whose only purpose is to perpetuate the divisions with subsequent wars, that the paranoid
gun industries are wishing for.
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we can recognize hypocrisy and betrayal of the leaders by
TwO criteria in order to understand beyond any doubt that

they are servants of the world’s rotten system.
FIRST: those who remain party leaders without resigning
from the labels and those who are presented as newer saviours of the nation with new labels and banners, are those
who are creating their devious destructive divisions to their
people. And all of them are presented as representatives of
the people, while in fact they are the creators of countless
suffering and our own premature gravediggers. Along with
the rest of the clan, from the top to the least insignificant,
they are possessed by the global carcinogenic disease of
mind, the unconsciousness, and that begets the inevitable
illnesses sisters of selfishness, hypocrisy, cowardice, fanaticism and arrogance. Let them be the first to join rejecting
the all the labels and the parties, in order to unite the people and their lives with love, dignity, peace and prosperity.
Then they will become true representatives of the nation.
Please understand as quickly as you can that the party leaders keep the people divided; this is how the leaders of nations have divided the whole world of this planet. Consequently, in each country we have intentional divisions, so
that the nationalities and the ideas of ” homelands” maintain, as I mentioned before, the dirty wars of gun industries.
The sooner we understand this, the sooner we will eliminate these sneaky, dirty tricks of people’s gravedigger and
save our children.
SECONd: Those leaders, who do not print money for their
own country to ensure a decent living for their people and
their complete exemption from the foreign oppressors, are
fake saviours for the nation.
These two criteria are the “trademark” of the lying politician, representing the representatives of poor people. And they
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are so simple and deﬁnite that they can be perceived even by
an elementary intelligence.

12) The prevention of civil wars
Imagine millions of people trapped in the out of cement
prisons that we are call cities but in fact are gas chambers, being dependent by money printers and by some farmers who
bring us food. If the gurus of the economy stop to give us
money, where will we get the food, since farmers want money to provide it? do you realize the extent of the civil war and
the spoils they are able to create any time at any society these
ﬁnancial brutal criminals who hold the whole globe enslaved
in their hands? do you think that these images are distant?
So you consider them as pure imagination? Know that they
are already happening but very few of them see the light. If
we do not unite by abandoning the sick party leaders who divide us and fanaticize us for shoddy and corrupt interests, I
am very sorry to say that they are on their way, they will come
and we will experience them. It’s the designs of money printers who have gone crazy from their god which is money and
have become misanthropic and destroyers of everything. Ask
yourself why, since they can print as much money as they
want, they do nothing to eliminate the gap of poverty and
wealth and allow to frauds, prison, crimes and wars to be perpetuated. I hope that if you ask yourself with seriousness we
will receive the response from your awakening sweet consciousness that always responds to honest questions. From
this single wonder you should understand the cruelty and illegally. But people seem to prefer indolence from awakening.
darkness from light. Today we have another opportunity to
open our eyes. will we seize it? I did it and I encourage you
to get to know each other as well as the other enlightened
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kingdom, the one in our hearts, to expel the darkness of mind
in us and avoid giving our vote to obscurantist.
I believe that I do not have to write more about the treacherous games on homelands divisions and parties, because for
adults the things are so clear thanks to their maturity and
experience. we are so awake and aware through technology
that we mustn’t tolerate such obscure ancestral traps and to
transmit them to our children also. Because tolerance in darkness and illegality is complicity. Up to a certain age we are
not responsible for the labels that we carry; we had no choice
because if we were young and our parents make the decision
on our behalf. But after puberty, we have the option to refuse
compromises and take our personal responsibilities for our
daily journey. we can sit back saying that others have deﬁned our destiny, to stray from our responsibilities. Each one
of us knows inside him where he belongs: to genuine or to
hypocrites.
I try to awaken young people in particular for the pitfalls
that are awaiting them, because adults do not wish to change
their hard disk, which is already burned. They are used in
living with misery and hypocrisy. The perpetuation of traps
is based on inﬂuencing every blessed new generation that
does not know the dirty work of cunning demagogues and
needs to be informed before they burn their hard disk as
well. So those unscrupulous men prefer a superﬁcial life,
think they are leaders and privileged over the rest although
they perpetuate the most horriﬁc evils. while with just a
simple shift, if they seek to know their divine Self and accept their wrong path, they can contribute to an unbelievable change for themselves and everyone around them, so
that humanity lives in an inner and outer paradise. Because,
as long as we remain slaves with the acceptance of the dark
ideas will enslave our children as well and will transmit to
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them the dark ideas. Slavery or release of every man takes
place ﬁrst inside him from the ideas that he carries, dark or
bright. A dark idea will lead to slavery; a bright idea will
lead to freedom.
with two simple, healthy and collective ideas the destiny
of the world can change. with two obscure ideas global maﬁa
has enslave and dominate mankind: by printing money and
by spreading the rule of “divide and conquer”. In order to
achieve these two fundamental plans, that support and perpetuate their rotten system, they sought consolidation with
those who are the same to them and they managed to implement their purpose until today.
In exact the same way, as an antidote for the release of
every people, we need the awareness and awakening that we
join us- complete waiver of divisive and corrupted parties
and the printing of money from the united people for the materialization of our own goal: the extinction of poverty and
our liberation from the dark oppressors. Only then we can
stop the looting, the revolutions, the national and religious
wars, and as a consequence all gun industries will close down.
Allow me to express one humble opinion from my personal experience. Things are very simple for people of Knowledge, who have found in them the simplicity of heart. And
for others who live in ignorance and the complexity of their
minds, the same things are complicated.

*
* *

Epilogue

hose are, my dears, the men of the world’s rotten system.
They are presented as saviours and mentors of the people for a better life, while the gravediggers and perpetrators
of dark history, to perpetuate mercilessly over every blessed
upcoming generation. They are responsible for the decline of
the people, appear to oﬀer service and behind their camouﬂage they dominate the unscrupulousness, the betrayal, the
selﬁshness, the servility, the greed, the arrogance and the
hypocrisy. All of them promise that they give their best. For
what though? For one thing only: the milking and the killing
of the people, in the same way that shepherds do with their
lambs and horses’ owners do with their horses, once they
break their legs they kill them on the spot because they do
not bring them any more proﬁt.
These are the links on the have heavy chain that ties hands
of people. They cycles seem independent to each other in order to mislead, but they are all oﬀshoots of the dark world
system to befuddle hapless and enslavement of peoples. They
even use variations from country to country, forcing us to accept that if the same has happened to other countries as well,
the miserable conditions are normal, that’s how the media
suppress the reaction and the awakening of people.
do you want them on your backs? you will undoubtedly
have them, if you remain indiﬀerent towards the discovery
of your divine Self.

T
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If you do not want them, get to know your true Self, to
achieve the clarity that we all carry within us and they will
leave on their own, as darkness disappears when we turn on
the lights or with the sunrise of the majestic sun. The maintenance of darkness or its disappearance depends on us.
Let us start thing about it and communicate it in any possible way, to assimilate that each country can be released by
the antidote of the fundamental awareness of the most simple reality, wE MUST PRINT MONEy OF OUR OwN. why only
our rulers? From where did they get this right? Until when
will we tolerate this cunning ploy by the evil of darkness?
Have we agreed in remain in indolence and accept anything?
They play chess with people of chessmen by printing money and making them suﬀer in countless, brutal ways. By our
awakening we can stop playing their game and start our own,
printing our own money. And this is something diﬀerent: we
do not enslave anyone, but instead we liberate and inspire
other people on how to free themselves.
I feel that the time has come now, with their schizophrenic
immoral behaviour, to seize the opportunity that those driven by their minds have given us, and to wake up and act.
This is the most convenient opportunity to overthrow the
dark world establishment. Liberate ourselves and the children of our children.
After awakening the people of all countries and each governance, let's come up with a world currency until we fully
understand the global consolidation and the necessity of cooperation by noble volunteering that will bring the demise
of the devil (in Green devil means διαβολικό coming out of
the word διαβάλλω = to calumniate) money.
This noble collective vision is an individual and global recruitment message for the disappearance of darkness, with
the incomparable diﬀerence that this is a voluntary invita-
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tion. while invitations of mobilization which are supposedly “for our motherland” and the extermination of our enemies, are mandatory: to kill! And if you do not want to go,
the leaders of your “mother country” that create wars, kill you
so that you do inspire others.
Please try and understand the diﬀerence of this message
from all the others, of course everyone in their time: if you
realize it, it will become your talisman and the release paper
for us and our oﬃsprings. Because it clariﬁes the way for internal and external release. Internal release with the pursuit
of Knowledge of Ourselves, which is oﬀered in a practical
way through the teachings of the true Teacher. And external
liberalization with the denial of our rights to the lying parties. Let's learn to vote for ourselves as pioneers in the new
brilliant season. you must make up your minds in order to
experiencing your release. I could not liberate each one of
you. I am just experience my release and I am showing you
how to release yourselves, each one of you. It is your own
choice and eﬀort.
Mankind is oppressed daily by attacks of intentional economic problems, illnesses, frauds and crimes of the dark triangle of money printers, rulers and the media. Therefore, suicides, revolutions and wars, civil, ethnic or religious, are perpetuated.
what are you waiting for the counterattack, which will
lead to the disappearance of chaos and darkness? do you expect aliens and angels? we are our own aliens and angels,
but you do not realize it, so everyone pays the price for their
ignorance.
In this essential message the unexpected opportunity to
make a diﬀerence in everyone’s life is oﬀered. And everyone
experiences the participation for their release. Today is the
time for our most noble and decent counterattack: spoils with-
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out bloodshed and revolution as the dormant ancestors, caused
by the global rotten system and perpetuates the darkness. But
only with the subtly powerful weapons Knowledge of Ourselves, our consciousness, love, kindness, respect, awakening,
conﬁdence, hope, faith, understanding, clarity and decisiveness. This is the most real NOBLE REvOLUTION FOR EvERy
HUMAN BEING.
Our personal ﬁxation requires from us to perpetuate slavery, not only for ourselves own but for all the next generations
as well. Now it's time for our own awakening and liberation
to get away from slavery and live freely and with dignity for
our children. This is for me the ultimate act of every human
being worthy of our Creator. Because our Creator equals freedom, love and peace and belongs to freedom, love and peace.
while the lying politicians equals slavery, hatred and war and
we do not belong to slavery, hatred and wars at all.
The necessary and liberating eﬀort for a governance by visionaries of the general good and the printing of our own
money will attract the interest of other countries for their liberation, as well. At the same time it gives the opportunity to
the lying politicians to get away from their unscrupulous
rulers as well. with complete obedience to their bosses, because they are richly rewarded, they enjoy immunity for their
wrongdoings and privileges - having sold their conscience to
money printers - trapping and aﬀecting people who sell their
consciences to their “rulers”. As a result, everyone is alienated with this sick mentality, the selﬁsh compromises and the
killing of each other.
However, the ultimate opportunity to release themselves
if they want is oﬀered, and unconsciously their bosses, because ultimately we are all the same substance, the same Creator. The same subtle energy weaves us in our mother's womb.
But because of our ignorance we have addressed the learn-
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ing of our diﬀerences. Let's try to learn our similarities, to
operate tuned as the divine universe is uniform, there is no
separation.
Eventually all of humanity is trapped by dark thoughts of
some ancestors. Ignorance and unconsciousness perpetuate
our misery. Internal slavery and ﬁlth of our mind will disappear with the knowledge of oneself, which gives consciousness, freedom and purity in every person. And our foreign slavery, which he achieved with his gun money will disappear with the same weapon of money we would cut.
The links that have made the dark progeny and today the
chain of global rotten status quo, only to slavery and the destruction of humanity with the predetermined continuous
fall. Today, with the return of the true teaching in the face of
Prem Rawat, as a leader for 45 years of an exciting global
project for uniting the nation and improve the lives of the
weak have become steadfast foundation that invites everyone
to break the chains of slavery , to become a volunteer loops
to create a global chain otherwise. This chain is a garland decent, noble brotherhood of human beings with a view to continuous development for our upliftment. Let's leave behind
the darkness experiencing the bright present, which creates
a bright future for the coming generations blessed us. This
though is not called respectable supreme creations of success
as our benevolent Creator.
Let's not be inﬂuenced by the wicked detractors and interpretations and the noblest our purpose. Those appear as
your guides, if you do not drive in the kingdom of the heart
in a practical way to experience the inner freedom, your drive
in their pockets and in their minds, to have your slaves = containers used their ideas.
Those who are trying to discourage you from your new
healthy way of uniting and cooperation will be:
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 the guards of our divisions, especially the members of
the Parliament that have made up today's rotten politics, that’s
why they are paid, this is their job, and doing it with the “garment of sheep” as representatives of the people.
 those who remain indiﬀerent because they want to feel
superior with others below them.
 the stranded who have given up hope.
 the truly divided, for they do not wish the union because it is through divisions that they relieve their internal
war. This war is the worst because it has no ceaseﬁre and surrender. It is raging forever and sicks people, then why do wars
with their neighbours to feel victorious. while the knowledge of oneself will learn how to overcome the divisions without pursuing wars with our fellowmen.
 the bosses, who will see that they will lose their slaves
and will not increase their wealth, would not ﬁll the jug with
the sweat of the poor.
 and the opponents of the dark triangle money printers,
lying politicians, the media, with all their diﬀerent clan masquerades of their miserable circus. why would intuit that
they will lose their dark game and long-term criminal plans.
The reactions are numerous and unavoidable: a food other like it, others do not like. So this noble vision, others will
like and others I would not like it. Be careful, therefore, not
astonish you and miss your ultimate opportunity of your freedom and of the children of our children.
I hope it will disappear gradually the seeds of divisions
with the awakening of the consciousness of the people and
will not grow back trees with fruits criminal who kills living beings blessed. Knowledge of ourselves we become AFyPNISTRIA and armor for any war we want to make us the seeds
of division. Now we live in the most beautiful season, the
true Master has come to join the ﬁrst man through to the Cre-
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ator and externally with other people, guiding and inspiring
all humanity.
what to fear when students become powerful supreme power of life itself, which creates, sustains and destroys everything
in no time? Her divine superpower become students to nikate
any war and your apprentice's inﬁnite power and inﬁnite wisdom. Embed holy, majestic polite and vision, the combination
of creatures, such as the mother tries to collect and reconcile
her children, who ﬁght and killed because some have divided
the wicked, to sell their knives and pistols with killing them.
THOSE wHO ARE TRAPPEd FROM ANCHIENT SUPERHUMANLy
THOUGHTS wHICH ARE EITHER UNwRITTEN ON wRITEEN HISTORICALLy ANd THEIR INFLUENCE PEOPLE’S BRAINS, USING
THEM AS ExECUTIvE dESTRUCTORS FOR ANy KINd OF LIFE.

what we need is the patience to grow continually and must
be accompanied by true love, respect and understanding for
the creation of a large group of selﬂess volunteers will unite
to serve the country. And let those driven by their minds their
dreams for globalization of slaves, because they have forgotten. Remind them of the law of the boomerang. Those who
want to avoid it, resign from his vision of enslavement of our
fellow men.
Let's make a diﬀerence today and remember that the greatest journey begins with the ﬁrst step for everyone. The POwER IN THE UNION ANd THEREFORE IN AwAKENEd vISIONARIES OF THE COMMON GOOd as together the visionaries and

the general evil. But there is one big diﬀerence: they are united by selﬁshness, fear, hypocrisy and subservience. we will
be pooled from personal selﬂess choice for the general good,
courage and authenticity.
Anyone touched by this true message we communicate it,
for we start implementing the most ideal and decent our vision. And only the notiﬁcation message put everyone one stone
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for the new noble ediﬁce us. Even if you do not feel prepared
now, do not stop the disclosure of this message to ﬁnd the
original core-prepared and determined, as it is for the good
of us all. Later can come is your turn to inspire those around
you. Here, consciously or unconsciously promote the media,
darkness and chaos, infecting each other with tragic results,
everyone paying the price for his stupidity. By promoting a
more hopeful and decent message will feel proud of helping
our fellow man. This will lead to faster release than the oppressors of darkness.
So let's prepare for the next election, do not vote for anyone but ourselves, our vISIONARIES OF COMMON GOOd. do
not expect them to solve the problems that they created. Then
it is as if we have completely steal intelligence.
None of us are stupid. Instead we are intelligent. All we can
govern themselves and we know because we do everyone a personal level. why should we continue to behave like idiots and
let us denigrate the lying rulers, why not let the indescribable
force our heart to make us masters of ourselves totally rejecting their obscurantist? Feel it is time to stop moving only from
the mind but to coordinate with our heart. Instead of being
driven by their minds they will be driven by their hearts!
If you invest in this so simple and selﬂess message of transformation and understanding of each of us is a powerful defensive weapon for the eradication and prevention of suﬀering and the sick crime. we need to create each of us the circumstances surrounding the peace, dignity and prosperity.
This is our divine nature.
Till we meet again and try to invest with sincerity and seriousness in unparalleled divine knowledge of oneself, which
is freedom and salvation for every human being. we ﬁnally
have a polite standard regime, which wanted the Creator of
all creatures, all Masters who came and will come and all the
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creatures that are on the blessed planet. Up to us to do the
wise choice.
Remember that what is proposed here to become a reality, we need participation. Because if everyone laurels that will
make someone else would remain a theory paper. Observe
only the daily bombardment of ﬁnancial problems. They are
continuously trying to unfocus us. Stay focused!
My hope and encouragement to everyone to search for the
true teaching of each season, which comes to us inspires and
awakens us to recognize the God within us and be worthy
heirs.
I greet you with the love of my heart
with respect and appreciation
Notis Kontomichalos
notis2020@gmail.com
on facebook: Notis Kontomichalos (personal page)
notiskontomichalos.wordpress.com (βιβλία section)

I chose the name “Visionaries of the common good,” a title
concise and federating to merge future beneath him different
groups with other existing names represent the same objective:
moving towards a better world.

THE AU THOR HAS NO
ECONOMIC INTEREST
F RO M T H E S A LE O F
THIS BOOK

LET’S UNITE,
we, the genuine visionaries of beauty
for a healthy new society
to manifest all our dignity
in an honest and fraternal communication.
we need to return
to our true inner home
to meet again our beloved Creator
Knowledge is the spade to dig the earth inside of my
heart. This is where I found the endless water of true
joy. why to run to the circus of illusions, trying to ﬁnd
joy in muddy water and poisons? Knowledge is like a
well that has water in it, and oﬀers maintenance for
every traveller. Everyone is presented as wells but not
in the water and whoever falls in or stays trapped there
forever or dies. Knowledge reforming mankind and
turning the wheel from the degradation and the innermost apolitismo in evolution and culture. Knowledge is a leading therapist. And when we want painlessly removes all infectious qualities of mind-ignorance, selﬁshness, jealousy, hypocrisy, greed, unscrupulousness, disastrous for us and those around usthat is the cause of ﬁxation in our everyday illness and
decay. Knowledge is the life preserver for each castaway. Is the jacket for the whole world. Ignorance of
oneself is the vehicle of hatred, disrespect and darkness. Knowledge is the body of love, respect and enlightenment.
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